Tomas Suchanek wins 1991 World Hang Gliding
Championship, flying Moyes XS 155
Brazil, the exotic country where the jungle wild life is
only surpassed by the wild life of the people. Sun ,
Samba and Sex took a back seat last February when
the town of Governador Valadares played host to the
1991 World Hang Gliding Championships.
Tomas Suchanek performed brilliantly in extremely
difficult conditions. Low cloud base and rain showers
were the order of the day. The XS 155 was supreme in

these tropical conditions. Many of the pilots were
forced down early into mud up to their armpits, grass
eight feet high and mosquito ridden swamps that
would have made Indiana Jones turn paie.
Tomas and his Moyes XS155 overcame all these
obstacles and proved that he and his XS are an
unbeatable World Championship team.
To become a World Championship team .... contact us at ....
Moyes California 22021 Covello St. .
California 91303.
Tel: (818) 887 3361 Fax: (818) 7020612

XS 142. 155 Gutesiegal Certified .
XS142 . 155. 169. U.S. H.G.M .A. Ce rtifi ed.

The World Championship GHder

Moyes Delta Gliders P/L.. 173 Bronte Rd.
Waverley 2024 N.S.W. Australia.
Tel: (02) 387 5 114 Fax: (02) 387 4472
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kysallor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription Is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL) . Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright In Skysallor is vested In the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested In each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
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15th" ~ the month (for the following month's

Issue!) for contributions, market place, eto.
Market place is free to financial members·
please 'q uote your number· otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad is applicable;,

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance . Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

Skysailor Contributions
All Skysallor contributions should be sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph: (066) 280356
Bam-Bpm
Keep the articles comingll
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested .
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return .

For information about ratings, sites and other
local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
Southern Region NSW
27 Porter Ave
Mt Waringal NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923
Sec. Harry Docking (042) 967796
Tres. Stuart Andrews (064) 576190
Safety & Training: Mark Mitsos (042) 674570,
Jo McNamara (042) 942305
NSWHGA Inc Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood
gds, Double Bay NSW 2028, (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka2603
Sec. Garth Wimbush
(062) 2477526 H
Nth Qld: Warwick Gill
(070) 537768

Sth Qld
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Phil Pritchard
(075) 395616
James Christenson,
Sec. & PR
(07) 2026342 H
8642788 W

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(OS) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H
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Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
ProGuenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: A1f Piper
(043) 682280
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Gary Moulston
(043) 851254
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Shellharbour
Surf Club 1st Wed
ea month Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388W
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Jo McNamara
(042) 942305
Sec. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305
meet 6pm 1st Sun
ea month
Gladstone HG Club
6 Edward St
Boyne Island 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 792562
Sec. Craig Anderson
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
(068) 537220
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927

Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432
Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster

(066) 280356
$ec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meet 1st Wed
each month
Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
(063) 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
(047) 871480

Newcastle HG Club
Mid North Coast HG
Pres Richard McWhinney Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Craig Worth
(049) 549415
(065) 592713
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(049) 487491
Sec. Ben Leonard
"PG" Ian Ladyman
(065) 821966 H
(049) 498946
Fx (065) 835972 W

Andy Watson flying a Magic IV FR
at Whitton Bluff, Pt Noarlunga SA photo by Pete Bolton

Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Sec. Nigel Felton
(02) 6288379
Treas. David Middleton
(02) 6236961
Sky High
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah
Sec. Julie Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
(042) 840221 H
Sec. David Jones
(048) 611699W
(048) 894182H
Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St
Richmond

CENTRESPREAD
Mike Ritchie enjoying some winter
air over Porepunkah airstrip, using
16mm fisheye lens with a yellow
filter

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
(03) 7353095
Greg Withers
(03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel , Main St
Ulydale (n. rail line)

Townsville Hang
Gliding Assoc.
Pres Graeme Etherton

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:

Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Brls.)
Pres. Jon Durand
(075) 333611
Sec. Bruce Blackshaw
(07) 3792820

FRONT COVER
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September's issue has a good deal of information on powered
hang gliders. I certainly found it interesting reading to update
my knowledge on the advances made within this branch of sport
aviation.
Once again, I have enjoyed selecting the photographs for this
colour issue. Our last colour centrespread was published September 1990 - how time fiys!
Due to the large content of reports, etc there hasn't been the
usual room for your snapshots - I hope the centrespread and
cover will make up for this lack!
As I read the mail each week and talk to members on the phone,

I receive thanks for my efforts with Skysailor. This I greatly
appreciate, and so I once more pass on the thanks to you, the
members. Without your stories, photos and cartoons, we
wouldn't have a Skysailor!
By the time you read this, a number of regional reps and HGFA
management board members will be recovering from the '91
Convention in Adelaide. We'll look forward to seeing a report
on topics and resolutions in a future Skysailor.
Marie!
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· .patagllq~rs -Wide range available from
.......... Faihawk~Advcince and AlrW~ve

:::· .,LASHparagliding harness-features
comfortable curved alloy and foam seat
piate~ ssfetYlluckles, adjustable cross
straps, reserve 'chute mount and
gener9!Js foam paddlng .................. $400
.pnerlhg, two loop hang gllciing and
paragliding tow .releas~s ...... ;............ $25
• Three! ring hang gliding and paragliding
'·'· tow releases ....................................... $43
.-

•

....

Repairs and modifications to all hang
gliding and paragliding equipment

• Other Items made to request - e.g.
back-up 'chute container and mounts
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Powered Hang Glider Developers •••
For all pilots interested in, or developing
power units for their gliders, I am proposing an information and idea exchange system. The aim, to avoid repetition of
experimental work done by others and to
foster the free exchange of ideas, techniques, technical information and progress
reports.

Thanks ...
This is to say thanks to all the people who
made this sport what it is today! Whoever
you are.
Thank you for the insurance, thank you
for the Skysailor mag, thank you for liaising with those bureaucrats in high places,
thanks for the competitions you organised
and the national ladder I hoped to climb,
thanks for glider certification and the
airspace you squeezed out of the tight fists
oftheCAA.
Thanks for the hours in front of a computer screen and many more shuffling
papers, thanks for the laughs and inspiration; the pickups and putdowns!
Everyday I gladly put aside 35 cents for
you!
Jules Makk, 53335
A word of thanks •..
Thanks. The Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia should be proud of its members,
because they would have to be one of the
best group of sports people in any sport
in Australia. We came to this conclusion
after an accident I had in June this year,
and the response that followed, starting
with a number of phone calls at the hospital (20 calls an hour) which overloaded
and closed down the hospital
switchboard.

Thanks
Graeme Etherton, 42086
HGFA Calendar ...
Dear Marie
Regarding Jack ClafPs idea for a calendar; the American magazine "Hang Gliding" make a calendar out of its December
issue simply by having a photo on one
page (hang gliders of course) and the
calendar on the other, this takes up some
24 pages, it also has a hole punched
through the magazine so it can be hung
up.
I wonder if this could be done with our
magazine. I don't know if the costs would
be too great but if they aren't, this would
be a good idea.
Sincerely
G Moulston, 16000
Ed's note: The good news is that HGFA
may, just may, be able to get a calendar out
for 1992. We've already had the job quoted
and the final decision should be made
within the next few weeks, or at the '91
Convention.

The basic idea behind these power units
is to take off and climb several thousand
feet, switch off the motor and thermal
with the minimum affect on handling and
glider performance.
Several pilots are already involved in this
system. Others who wish to participate
should contact Bruce McLeish, ph (042)
378557 AH, Fax (042) 360019 BH
Vote imbalance •••
Dear Marie
I agree with Bob Woodward that each
member's vote should have the same
value as every other member's on the old
democratic principle of "one member one
vote, one vote one value". At present,
though, his vote is worth five times what
mine is. There are other members whose
votes are worth up to 20 or 50 times what
mine is (worth) and what nearly 1,000
other members' votes are worth.
This situation derives from the fact that
each Region has one vote on the HGFA
Board of Management, no matter how
many members there are in the Region.
For example, Tasmania has 10 members,
Canberra has 25, South and West
Australia have about 100 each, North and
South East Queensland have about 200
each, Victoria about 250, and North and

Lee Scott doing a tandem flight for Port Macquarie TV show
photo by Paul Roche

To the number of people and manufacturers and those who called in (especially
the Townsville and North Qld crowd) and
people who phoned and sent get well
cards and messages from all over
Australia, I'm extremely grateful. I
believe this has helped my recovery to no
end, and although I won't be flying for a
long time, I'll be seeing as many of you as
possible at the Gillies and Eungella competitions, for the parties at least.
Ethel and Aly wish all pilots safe flying
and personal thanks for all your concern
and good will, and YES, I will be flying
again but not this year.

August 1991
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Sou~ NSW have about 500 each, yet each
RegIOn has one rep on the HGFA Board
with but one vote.

It would be a simple matter, in the interests of cost cutting and fair play, to redeftne the Regions to make them roughly
the same size and so put their reps on the
HGFA Board on an equal footing.

HGFA sets our fees, makes all the rules
and regulations and has absolute control
over our annual expenditure of about
$250,000, and of our capital reserves. Yet
half of our membership, particularly in
NSW but in other States or Regions as
well, .because of this vote loading system,
are slDlply told to pay up and shut up, and
their HGFA votes are so discounted as to
make them meaningless.
I only hope that Convention '91 in September, though it will be totally unrepresentative of the overall membership
of the HGFA, will tidy this up and not just
put it off again on one pretext or another.
Steve Hocking, 14481
HGFAfees ...

Dear Marie
Just a short sharp bitch about the HGFA
fees I have just had to send off. I don't
want to labour the point too much, as I
suspect it is not a very favourite topic
around the traps at the moment, but I
thought that you have to say what you have
to say.
I know that there are a lot of dedicated
people working out there in HGFA land,
as are you, Marie, and Ian Jarman, for

Lee Scott and passenger -photo Paul Roche
more love than money. We owe a lot to a
few people that have worked hard to get
where we are now, in the legal realms over
the years. Who am I to knock such dedicated work, giving little advice to help fmd
the way. But I feel that if we only have this
many members now, then in a few years,
as the gr~ts die, insurance will go up,
expenses inflate and fees are forced up to
... H~w much? $200. Maybe in a few years,
at this rate, we won't have anyone who
~s~'t already well flushed with money to
Jom up!! Maybe we're going down the
wrO?g track! A quick calc shows that by
cuttmg the $60,000 out for competitions,
the fees would drop to about $93!
My main hassle is that I only seem to be
doing 10-20 hours flying per year, for
these last years, and it becomes a bit of an
expensive hobby like that! I love my flying

still and would hate to let it go because of
nagging fee rises.
I wouldn't think about it so much, except
th.at my AUF membershipllicence, for the
trike/UL only costs $55 per year, with
monthly magazines. My GA licence/insurance/membership renewal costs nothing, except for document amendments for
VTCNEC, AlP and ERS, that cost me
$41.
No other problems Marie! You're powering along with the magazine. Well done
Rob Julian!!
Cheers
Wendel Judd, 13006

Northern Beaches' water training safety night at Institute
of Sport - p. Dane Snelling
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South East Queensland Regional
Titles
12-13, 19-20 & 26-27 October with 2-3 November as
reserves
Headquarters, Canungra Hotel
Entry Fee $60
35mm turnpoint cameras required, Advanced & intermediate, A & B grade
Pilot briefmg and latest registration 8am, 12th October
at the Canungra Hotel. Contact Jon Durand (075)
333596 or Ken Hill (075) 435631 ASAP

Illawarra Hang Gliding Competition
Three weekends: 16-17, 23-24 November and 30
November and 1st December 1991

Bilaepoloola - new site for the 1992 Australian Open

Eungella Competition, North Qld
Sunday 22 September to 29 September (plus practice day)
Over $5000.00 prize money to the pilots in Open, B Grade and
Queensland divisions. Intermediate and Wind Techs welcome.
35mm camera required. New Improved Ramp!

Sponsors include: Eungella Chalet, Moyes Gliders - Exact harness,
AirBorne Windsports - $1000 glider discount to go to B Grade
winner, Enterprise Wings - $500 Glider discount to go to most
improved, Aussie skins - Flying suit (to be drawn out of a hat at
presentation for those who didn't win anything in the comp).
$100 nomination fee for flying fun! Inquiries and cheques (payable to): Steve Chengody
PO Box 33, Witsunday (079) 473279
Book early for good meals & accommodation at the Eungella
Chalet, Contact Eungella Chalet: Ph (079) 584509, Fax (079)
584503

Cooplacuripa Charity Cup

It is intended that the competition be held at Tongarra,
Saddleback and Mt Cambewarra. Pilot rating for these
sites is Advanced, however Intermediate pilots under
supervision of an Advanced pilot from their own club will be able
to fly, conditions permitting. Required equipment: parachute,
altimeter, camera, topographic maps covering Wollonggong to
Kiama and Camberwarra to Kangaroo Valley, and two-way
radios.
The competition is to closely follow the Corryong Cup format,
and will be designed to appeal to pilots and their families who
have been involved in that competition.
Entry fee will be $20.00 which includes an end-of-comp dinner.
A special rate for entry to Jamberoo Recreation Park is being
negotiated for pilots and families for non flying days during the
compo
Phone James and Debbie (042) 971923 for registration, Trevor
(042) 742951 and Bruce (042) 378557 for more details.
Pilot numbers may be limited.

Water training safety night -p. Dane Snelling

October 5-7 (long weekend)
Raising money for Camp Quality, a fully volunteer organisation for kids with terminal cancer.
'Open Distance Open Window' format with
predetermined turn points .
Pilots will be required to get themselves sponsored from their family and friends for 'X' cents
per km they fly. You will receive a certificate at
the end of the comp detailing your position in
the comp and the distance you flew. You may
like to get sponsored for say $1 per km up to 10
km'S - $10.00 etc.
Directions - through Taree to Wingham, follow
the Mt George road, turns right 6 kls west of
Wingham. Through Mt George approximately
15-20 kls on gravel road, turn left at Dalrae
Station, should be 'Coopla' signed.
August 1991
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Killarney, SE Qld Competitions
1st and 3rd Saturday of every month from February to November, contact Jerry on (07) 2008209

South Australian Open Hang Gliding
Championships

Rainbow Beach is a spectacular coastal site, large top landing
area and offers attractions for all the family, including: surfmg,
fishing, boating etc. Further details form Ron Rimkus (074)
821664.

National Championships (Hang Gliding)

9-15 November with 16 & 17th as emergency days
Mid-north of SA (Bute, Snowtown area)
Classes for advanced, intermediate, women, paragliding. Entry
fee $35, late fee $10, entries close 25th October.
The Mid North area of SA has hill launch sites facing a variety
of directions surrounded by an endless sea of flatlands. Towing
will be included if conditions neccessitate. Interstate pilots welcome, so bring the family and enjoy south Ausie flying at it's best
time of year.
For more information contact Scott Robinson (08) 2712257

Victorian Closed Hang Gliding Championships

The Australian Open Hang Gliding Championships
Tumut, January 18 to January 26, 1992. The South NSW Region
will host the event and planning has begun with investigation of
new sites already revealing exciting potential.
We are seeking a major sponsor so if you have any ideas on this,
please give Ian Jarman a call on 069-472888 as we can guarantee
media coverage with some exciting footage possibilities. Entry
as per the HGFA competitions manual.
The HQ will be Tumut airport which will also be the main goal,
a fully licenced tarmac with aero club bar facilities etc.
We will not be using Mt Talbingo as a regular camp launch site,
but it will defmitely be a regular turn point.
Data Back cameras will be mandatory.

2 - 5 November 1991, Mt Beauty area
16,17,23 & 24 November 1991, Mt Cole area

New Zealnd National Hang Gliding
Championships

Rainbow Beach Competition, SE Queensland
Begins 27 December 1991 and requires 3 flying days to complete.
A competition with trophies for Advanced, Intermediate and
Novice ratings.

Special invitation to ocker mates!
Wellington, January 17th-31st 1992
Free transport to site from Wellington airport. Cheap accommodation or camping.
Sites: Mt Climie, Mangaroa, Kourarau, Wairarapa,
Paekakareki, Kapiti

Chilean Open Hang Gliding Championships
January 4 - 111992
Contact Augusto Olivares, Asociacion Chilena De Vuelo Libre,
Colon 4101 DPTO 152, Providencia Santiago, Chile

Victorian Cross Country League
1 April 1991 to 31 March 1992, $5 entry fee (free for pilots
entering other VHGA competitions). Any queries: Wesley Hill,
VHGA Inc Comp Director, PO Box 400, Prahran Vic 3181

Australian Competition Calendar
Bogong Cup, 28 December 1991 to 5 January 1992
Flatlands, New South Wales, 7-16 January 1992
Australian Women's Nationals, Mt Buffalo, 28 January - 5
February 1992
Australian Paragliding Open, 27 January 1992 - 2 February 1992
Mt Cole Cballenge/1992 Victorian Open, 28 January to 5
February 1992
Lawrence Hargrave International Competition, Stanwell Park
8th - 16th February 1992.
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Executive
Director's
Report Midwinter'91
I suppose its just as well that the membership renewal period has kept us busy at
the office, because outside its windy, wet
and miserable ... it is of limited consolation that the cloud that shrouds the mountain is dumping snow on take-off at
Talbingo. Maybe in a week or two we will
get the opportunity to do some skiing or,
better still, some flying.
It has been gratifying to receive many
notes of support for the office staff and
their efforts. We do appreciate this as it
balances the complaints and helps us to
realise that we aren't getting everything
wrong. We have made a concerted effort
to get membership packages out of the
office within a few days of receipt. Those
who have experienced delays have usually
been the result of a lack of renewal form
or payment of incorrect fees; these take
extra time to sort out.

Many of you will be aware that we have
been asking for confumation of certificate or endorsements when no supportive
documentation can be found in the office
records. This, as a rule, is not questioning
your right to these, but to complete our
record system. We apologise if it is a
nuisance but the benefits will be obvious
next year at renewal time, as well as catching the occasional fudger who has no
ratings at all but considers themselves at
that standard. It is a CAA regulation that
all pilots must hold a valid pilot certificate
issued by the HGFA. This means that all
pilots at some stage must be examined
and observed for the appropriate certificate and endorsement. If the office has no
completed form then we are unable to
issue these certificates. See your local
club or instructor if you need to have a
rating confumed.
Next year we are hoping to do away with
the renewal form system as our records
will be up to date and we will probably
only want some information on hours and
injuries.
HGFA Convention '91 (AGM Adelaide)
This magazine will be reaching you about
the same time our board reaches
Adelaide for the annual general meeting.
This meeting will be looking at ways of
improving the services that HGFA
August 1991

provides for its members and the general
structure and purpose of the HGFA.
I trust you and your
clubs have provided
your regional reps
with the feedback, information and ammunition required to
meet the challenges
of our sport over the
next year.
That's it from the office, fly safely and
remember that a
reduction in airtime
(sometimes called
winter) leads to
reduced levels of fitness, skill accuracy,
judgement
and
patience, so approach your next
flights with greater
conservatism and
caution.

REPAIRS
*HIGHEST
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP

(I heard whispers
that the infamous
wave riding Max
H yte is back in the
Mountains ... his
memory is short).

*AUSTRALIA WIDE
DOOR TO DOOR
SERVICE

Ian Jarman
P.S.: VIC State Fees
Increase
The Victorian State
Fees have now been
set at $20.
This means the
scheduled fees for
renewing Vic members is $125 from
September 1st, 1991.
Note: The late payment fee for those
who failed to renew
by this date is additional.
New members will
pay pro-rata fees as
per the schedule of
fees in May Skysailor.

WINGTECH
Sails for flight

Alan Daniel
049 422 483
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Skippies in Tirrol
by Fran Wing
The influx of hang glider pilots to Kossen
began in early June; unusually for the
area, and for the sport, they were mostly
girls with a minority of male helpers. The
Golfstrubel saw the arrival of a large contingent of 'Skippies', all eager to fly further and faster than anyone else.
The practice weeks were characterised by
bad weather, campftres in the hallway,
table surftng at The Shamrock, workouts
at the gym, and some good flying thrown
in!! These weeks were challenging ones
for us all- trying to familiarise with flying
in Kossen, with each other, and in trying
to comprehend the rules, scoring system
and (most of all) the organisational
hierarchy. As the days drew closer to the
1st of July, it became apparent that it was
not to be a 2 week comp but rather a 9 day
one. there was much uproar over this but
the powers that were, stood ftrm and we
were left wondering what we were getting
for our entrance fee - certainly not value
for money!!
Once the official scoring team was chosen
and various photos taken for sponsors by
our official photographer and "daisy" assistant - Bron Ahern - we were all anxious
to get started, and apprehensive about
what the next 9 days would bring. The
tension was lessened by the opening
ceremony where the team looked super in
our uniforms and in the spirit of fun marched in a rather unusual way though the
streets of Kossen. We all tried to eat
$1100 worth at the dinner that followed.
The ftrst comp day looked average and
turned out that way, with a valley task
being set. Birgit and Toni did the best of
the Aussies. Many girls failed to get their
start photo due to unclear instructions, so
controversy reared it's ugly head for the

The Australian Team at the opening march
ftrst of many times. The Australia II team
(team Cowpat) scored above the suggestion of their name.
The second day looked better and
another valley task was set. Everyone did
a little better with Birgit and Toni once
again doing well. An unknown was leading, Annaleise Miller, one of the Swiss
team.
We set up on the top launch on the third
day, it was looking good. A longer task
was set - Birgit and Helen made goal and
Jenny landed just short. Sonja, Suzy and
Jo floated into the goal paddock at 7.30,
to the click of cameras and cheers from us
all, only to tell us they'd been stuck on the
hill for 41/2 hours trying to get their start
photos - how frustrating!
The fourth day looked better, Birgit was
in 5th place. We used the top launch
again, but as time drew on the inversion
lowered making getting a start photo difftcult. The lucky ones splatted over the
back to score but most didn't. Annaleise
was still in the lead.

~------------------------

Birgit ready for launch -p. Fran Wing

People started throwing cowpats on Day
5 when it was called off on the strength of
a weather forecast at 9am and then again
the next day. The US and German team
leaders embarrassed their team members
by arguing this, and every other, decision.
The seventh day saw us zig zagging in the
valley again. It was a better day and of the
Aussies Helen and Jenny had the best of
it. Judy Leden had a good day and fmally
wrested the lead from Annaleise.
The eighth day looked great, a longer task
was set. Judy extended her lead, whilst of
the Aussies, Jenny made goal and I
landed just short. The ftnal day looked
even better. It turned out a top day with
2/3's of the fteld making goal and therefore fmishing the comp on a high note.
Judy Leden was the eventual winner with
the French girls winning the team event.
It was a memorable competition where
we learnt a lot and had lots of fun. There
were varying levels of disappointment
amongst the team, but also expectancy for
Japan in 2 years time.
Some highlights were:
Sonja and Bron modifying gliders with
their head and neck respectively;
Toni slipping in a cowpat on take off;
Jo making goal on the last day (following
many bomb outs) after a flying lesson from
Steve Moyes;
The enthusiasm of the whole team;
Birgit's Australian accent and achieving
her aim of a top 10 fmish;
AND the healthy appetites of some team
members.
We would like to thank the sponsors and
supporters that we did have. The spirit
and enthusiasm shown by the eleven Skippies in Kossen certainly indicates a bright
future for Australian women's hang glidmg.
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I went to Apollo Bay...... and it was on?

I was on a collision course with a
paraglider coming straight at me ...... and
he turned right?
I was on a collision course with a
paraglider coming straight at me ...... and
he turned right. ..... on purpose?

I was free flying during a comp, and the
launch director said, "Hey, any free fliers
want to take off?" ...... and the wind wasn't
coming over the back?

I went to Stanwell, 12 knots, glassy and
dead on, only one other glider in the air,
and after I had set up I discovered I didn't
have my current membership card with
me ...... so I packed up, went home, and
filed an incident report?
Came in low and fast, tried to slip out of
the pod at 30 feet but zipper line tangled,
discovered 10 knot tail wind as stubble
and rabbit holes flashed out of focus
beneath me - cows to the right of me, a
dam to the left, a fence and power lines
ahead, almighty flare, too late. - A-frame
into the dirt, left shoulder into the Aframe, A-frame into 2 pieces, vario
rendered instantly and permanently
beepless, nose of glider into the dirt, my
boom microphone performing exploratory surgery up my left nostril, wind
under the trailing edge of the sail, and up
and over - came to rest inverted on leading edge and king post, tangled in broken
downtube, slack wires, twisted suspension loops, and securely zipped
pod ...... and there was no one watching?

I took off from Buffalo, midday mid-summer, with my balaclava, thermal underwear, footy socks and gloves on ...... and
found a thermal?

I found a book on the theory of hang
gliding...... and it wasn't written by Denis
Pagen?
I flew really close to a paraglider ...... and
the pilot had his eyes open?
There I was, blue skies, coring silky
smooth lift at 800 feet per minute up,
approaching 10,000 feet, when I looked at
my Visual En Route Chart and noticed I
was nearing the lower limit of controlled
airspace ...... so I flew straight to the bomb
out paddock, went home, and fIled an
incident report?

I went to Apollo Bay ...... and it was
on ...... and I had my hang glider with me?

.............,..
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New Age For Powered Weightshift Control
Look out Australia. As from the 6th of
May 1991, there are now 15 HGFA Chief
Flying Instructors who are keen as mustard to clean up the image of Powered
Hang Gliders, bring those so called
'cowboys' of the sport back down to earth,
retrain them and send them back to the
skies a much safer and more respected
pilot. There are a lot of Trike pilots who
are exceptionally good pilots but who
plain, simply don't understand the various
rules and regulations now covering the
sport because they, the pilots, were
trained in an era when there were no clear
and precise rules covering PHG's. The
'She'll Be Right' attitude was adopted and
as a result, cowboys everywhere. Causing
detrimental damage to our sport.
A good example of this is found in
Skysailor's own Market Place where I find
2 PLACE Arrows or Buzzards fitted with
aero tow gear. These are illegal aircraft.
They, as twin seaters or with aero tow
gear, cannot even be registered CAO
95.10 aircraft. Get rid of the dual control,
the rear seat belt and the towing gear, take
a trip to a HGFA Chief Flying Instructor
and you're well on your way to having a
legal CAO 95.10 aircraft. If you have not
already done so, obtain your Pilot Certificate and endorsements and the sky is
yours.
Stay above 500ft and below 5000ft, keep
an eye out for other traffic, keep a good
flight log and a good maintenance program on your trike and don't be a lair, and
then we can be the best offriends. We, the
CFI's, are here to help you fledglings with
props to get safely in the air and have your
machines legally registered, so if you're
unsure of anything just give us a call.
HGFA CFI's are currently running Pilot
Awareness Seminars for those of you who
already fly a PHG and don't have a Pilot
Certificate. During the seminars we shall
concentrate on areas which are most critical to flight safety, including general
aircraft handling tests and unusual attitude recovery, and an assessment of airborne technique. On the ground we shall
concentrate on raising the standards in
less critical areas,such as aerodynamics,
performance, meteorology and navigation, those standards then being checked
by examination. A competition at the end
of the seminar could be a lot of fun.

disciplined and conducted in a manner to
ensure all applicants the recognition of
HGFA Chief Flying Instructor.
A very high degree of quality lecturers
saw everyone of us enthralled with the
information we were obtaining. There
was very high team spirit which made it
easy to work out any problems that we
encountered in the Workshop stage of the
course. We had some very good flying
days to work on our training procedures
and we all came away better teachers and,
for the first time in Australia, legal Chief
Flying Instructors for Weight Shift Control.
We came out of this seminar beaming
with new found knowledge and skills. It's
unbelievable what you can learn in a week
with so many talented teachers. Our
HGFA National Coaching Director for
Power, Mr Chris Brandon, and his enlisted help, Dr Trevor Cook, and the team
from Instructional Technologies and
Training Pty Ltd. had to put in many
hours of hard work to make this seminar
possible and they deserve all our
gratitude for doing so. We now have a
training program with qualified instructors in place and running.
Lecturers
Micro Meteorology - Meteorologist Mr
Larry McGrath from RAAF base, Williamtown.
Air Law - National CAA inspector Sports
Aviation Mr Mike Cleaver
Aerodynamics and Human Factors Navigation - Examiner Mr Robert
Loretan. Founder of the Professional
Pilot Training and Charter Centre at
Cessnock.
Flexwing Aerodynamics - Mr Kevin
Mitchell
Radio Telephone - CAA Pilot Examiner
Mr Aden Wickes
Human Factors, The Psychology of Flying
- Dr Trevor Cook
Human Factors, Aviation Medicine - Dr
Len Lambeth
Marketing - Ms Kate Kingsbury from Instructional Technologies and Training
PtyLtd.

The Hgfa Chief Flying Instructor
Seminar

HGFA Chief Flying Instructors and Examiners are:

The HGFA Chief Flying Instructor seminar which was held in Newcastle was well

South Australia and Western Australia:
Examiner\CFI, Larry Jones, 36 Herricks
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St., Sellicks Beach SA 53026, Phone 08
5563030
Southern half of Victoria: Examiner\ CFI,
Mike Coburn, 14 Alexander St., Collingwood VIC 3066, Phone 03 4172130
Northern half of Victoria: Examiner\CFI, Ian Robertson, "Hilldale 3"
Tuerong Road, Moorooduc VIC 3933,
Phone 059 788529
Southern half of NSW: Examiner\CFI,
Chris Brandon, 36 Winsor St.,
Merewether NSW 2291, Phone 049
631221
Northern half of NSW: Examiner\CFI,
Joe Scott, 113 Goulds Lane, Clybucca Via
Kempsey NSW 2440, Phone 065 650042
Queensland and Northern Territory: Examiner\CFI, Kevin Magennis, Currently
at "Nashira Angoras" Bulga Road, Elands
NSW 2429, Phone 065 504554; Moving to
Gympie area as soon as possible.
CFI. Rob Hibbard, 12/30 Kalaroo Road,
Redhead NSW 2290, Phone 049 499199
CPl. Richard Sneddon, 30 Third Avenue,
North Lambton NSW 2290, Phone 049
526398
CFI. Aden Wickes, PO Box 375, Norfolk
Island 2899 Phone 0011-6723-2578, Fax
0011-6723-3297; (Home) Kingswood
Road, Orchard Hills NSW 2748, Phone
047361714
CFI. Steve Ruffells, PO Box 170,
Porepunkah VIC 3740, Phone 057 551724
CPl. Lee Scott "High Adventure Airpark"
Pacific Hwy. John's River NSW, Phone
065569692
CPl. John Goodrich, 22 Second Avenue,
Moorabbin Airport, Mentone VIC 3194,
Phone 03 5875975
CFI. John Amor, 23 Bermuda Drive,
Blackburn South VIC 3130, Phone 03
8022682
CFI. Anthony Gerrard, PO Box 1740,
Woden ACT 2606, Work Phone 062884877, Home Phone 06 2822464
CFI. Shane More, 232 Jewells Mountain
Road, Moorland NSW 2443, Phone 065
567610
General Requirements For Pilot Certificates And Endorsements
Powered hang glider pilot certificates are
issued on six levels as follows:
Student Pilot Certificate
September 1991

Pilot Certificate
Pilot Instructor Certificate
Senior Pilot Instructor Certificate
Chief Flying Instructor Certificate
Pilot Examiner Certificate
A pilot certificate may have additional
endorsements where certificate holders
have undertaken additional training.
These endorsements include:
Extended Operations Endorsement
Close Proximity Flying Endorsement
Passenger Carrying Endorsement
Tugmaster Endorsement
Pilot In Comand
No person shall act as a pilot in command
of a powered hang glider unless:
(a) he/she is a member of HGFA or the
AUF;
(b) he/she has attained the age of 15
years;
(c) he/she has obtained the pilot certificate and endorsement(s) required
for the flying activity intended to be
performed;(d) he/she is medically fit
to the standard required for the flying
activity intended to be performed.
Pilot Instruction
No person shall give either ground or
flight instruction in a powered hang glider
unless;
(a) he/she is the holder of a valid and
current instructor (power) Certificate issued by HGFA or the AUF;

(a) at a distance greater than 25 nautical
miles from the airfield where the
aircraft is normally operated or

single or two place weight shift controlled aircraft or Powered
Parachute;

(b) operating from or landing at an
aerodrome established or licensed
under the Civil Aviation Regulatibns,
unless he or she is the holder of a valid
extended operations endorsement issued by HGFA.

(b) the aircraft was wholly assembled by
a commercial manufacturer or was
assembled from a kit supplied by a
commercial manufacturer;

Close Proximity Flying
No person shall pilot a PHG which is
flying closer than 100ft to another PHG or
Ultralight unless he or she has been issued with a Close Proximity endorsement
by an appropriately qualified HGFA CPl.
Aerotow Launching Of Hang Gliders
No person shall pilot a PHG for the
aerotow launch of hang gliders unless
complying with all the requirements of
Section 5.4 and Section 6.8 of the PHG
Operations Manual.
Civil Aviation Orders That Concern Us
In Australia ,the Australian Ultralight
Federation and the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia currently administer
Powered Hang Gliders. The administration is conducted under exemptions to the
Civil Aviation Regulations of the
Australian Government granted by the
Civil Aviation Authority, in Civil Aviation
Orders. CAOs are the detailed requirements governing Civil Aviation activities.
A full set of CAOs occupies about 40
centimetres of bookshelf space!

(c) one of the following conditions is
satisfied:

1. the manufacturer of the aircraft, or
of the kit, was the holder of a certificate of approval in relation to
the manufacture of, or of kits for,
aircraft of a kind that includes the
particular aircraft;
2. the aircraft, or the kit, manufactured in accordance with an approval given by the Authority;
3. if the aircraft, or the kit, was exported to Australia - a certificate
that is acceptable to the Authority
and that relates to the airworthiness of the aircraft that could be
assembled from the kit, has been
issued by the appropriate
authority of the country from
which the aircraft, or the kit, was
exported;
(d) if the aircraft is a weight shift controlled aircraft:

1. the aircraft is registered with the
AUF or HGFA; and
2. the aircraft has a maximum takeoff weight of not more than 450
kilograms; and
3. the aircraft has a stall speed not in
excess of 40 knots;

(b) he/she has attained the age of 18
years; and

The principle CAOs of interest to the
Powered Hang Glider pilots are:

( c) he/she conducts the instruction under
the supervision of a Chief Flying Instructor (power).

CAO 95.10 Exemption from provisions of
the Civil Aviation Regulations -

1. the aircraft is registered with the
AUF; and

(a) the aircraft is registered with the
AUF or HGFA;

2. the aircraft has a take-off weight of
not more than 300 kilograms; and

(b) the aircraft has an empty weight not
in excess of 150 kilograms;

3. the aircraft has a stall speed not
greater than 10 knots:

No person shall act in the capacity of
Chief Flying Instructor unless recommended in writing by the HGFA or the
AUF and approved to do so in writing by
a Regional Director, Assistant Regional
Director (Flight Standards) or Superintendent (Flying Operations) of the CAA.
Carriage Of Passengers
No person shall carry passengers in a
PHG unless he or she is the holder of a
valid passenger carrying endorsement issued by HGFA and the aircraft used for
the purpose is approved for this purpose
in accordance with CA095.32.
Extended Operations
No pilot certificate holder shall act as
pilot in command of a PHG;
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( c) the aircraft has a take-off weight not
in excess of 300 kilograms.
(d) If the aircraft first became registered
with the AUF on or after the 1st
March 1990;
the aircraft has an empty weight wing
loading not greater than 15 kilograms
per square meter:
This is purely a single seated aircraft
which has been homebuilt or manufactured, and has not been certified, and is
registered with the HGFA or AUF. No
passengers or Aero Towing.
CAO 95.32 Exemption from provisions of
the Civil Aviation Regulations.
(a) Weight Shift Controlled Airplanes
and Powered Parachutes that are
SKYSAILOR

(e) if the aircraft is a powered parachute:

(f) the aircraft complies with:

1. British Civil Aviation Requirements Section s (CAP482)- Small
Light Aircraft; or
2. such other design requirements as
the Authority has determined to
be acceptable in relation to the
aircraft, or to aircraft of a kind that
includes the aircraft.
CAO 95.8 Exemption from provisions of
the Civil Aviation Regulations. - Hang
Gliders.
You will notice that the titles of these
CAOs contain the words" Exemption
from provisions of the Civil Aviation
Regulations". Because of the immense
diversity of aviation activities it has been
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necessary for CAA to make numerous
exemptions to certain provisions of the
CARs so that aircraft such as Hang
Gliders, Powered Hang Gliders and
Ultralights may operate legally.
General Conditions or Exemptions
4.1 The exemption given in subsection 3
in relation to an aircraft is subject to the
following general conditions:
(a) the aircraft must not be used in
agricultural operations;
(b) The Aircraft must not be used for any
purpose other than;

1. the carriage (free of charge) of
persons or goods; or
2. the aerial inspection of stock,
fencing or farm or pastoral equipment that is located on land owned
by, or under the control of, the
pilot or a member or members of
the pilot's immediate family; or
3. if the aircraft is a two place aircraft
- flying training in order to enable
a person to obtain a pilot certificate from the AUF or the HGFA;
or
4. if the aircraft is weight shift controlled aircraft that is registered
with the HGFA - the aerotowing of
hang gliders.
(c) the aircraft must not be operated by
a person as a pilot in command unless
the person:

1. holds an appropriate pilot certificate; and
2. subject to the other conditions set
out in this section, flies the aircraft
in accordance with the privileges
and limitations of that certificate;
(d) if the aircraft is being used for flying
training, the person conducting the
training must hold a valid appropriate flight instructor certificate;
(e) subject to the other conditions set out
in this section, the aircraft must be
operated in accordance with the requirements of the appropriate
Operations Manual;
(f) the aircraft must be maintained in
accordance with the maintenance
standards set out in the appropriate
Technical Manual;
(g) if the aircraft is fitted with
radiotelephone equipment - the
radiotelephone equipment must not
be operated by a person unless the
person:
1. holds a valid flight radiotelephone
operator license; and
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2. holds a valid certificate, issued by
the AUF or the HGFA in accordance with the appropriate Operations Manual, relating to the
operation of radiotelephone
equipment.
Flight Conditions
5.1 Subject to paragraph 7.5, the exemption given by subsection 3 in relation to an
aircraft is further subject to the following
flight conditions:
(a) the aircraft must not be flown at a
height of more than 5,000 ft. above
mean sea level unless all the conditions set out in paragraph 6.1 are
complied with;
(b) the aircraft must not be flown at a
height of less than 500 ft above
ground level unless one of conditions
set out in paragraph 6.2 is complied
with;
(c) the aircraft must not be flown above
the sea at a horizontal distance from
land of more than:

1. if all persons on the aircraft are
wearing life jackets and the
aircraft is fitted with flotation
equipment that is capable of ensuring that the aircraft will remain
afloat if it is forced to land on water
- 20 kilometre, or;
2. in any other case - the lesser of the
distance that the aircraft can glide
in the event of an engine failure
and 20 kilometres;
(d) the aircraft must not be flown within
controlled airspace;
(e) the aircraft must not be flown inside
an area that has been designated in
the AlP as a prohibited or restricted
area at such times as any such
prohibited or restricted area is active;
(t) the aircraft must not be flown inside
an area designated by an Assistant
General Manager (safety regulation)
of the Authority as an area where the
operation of a PHG would constitute
a hazard to other aircraft;
(g) the aircraft must only be flown in
visual meteorological conditions;
(h) the aircraft must only be flown during
daylight hours;
(i) the aircraft must not be flown over
any city or town;

G) the aircraft must only take off from,
or land at a place:

1. that is a licensed airdrome or;
2. if the place is not a licensed
airdrome - that is at least 500
metres from the perimeter of a city
or town and at least 8 kilometres
from any licensed airdrome;
SKYSAILOR

(k) the aircraft must not be flown in
acrobatic flight.
Provisions Relating To Flight--- Height
Limitations
6.1 For the purposes of subparagraph
5.1(a) the conditions to be complied with
for an aircraft to be flown at more than
5000ft above sea level are:
(a) the flight must take place over ground
that is more than 4000ft above mean
sea level; and
(b) the aircraft must be flown at a height
ofless than 2000ft above ground level'
and
'
(c) details of the flight must have been
provided to a Flight Service Unit of
the Authority; and
(d) the flight disability must be at least
8kms; and
(e) the aircraft must be flown at a distance of at least 2000 metres horizontally, and 1000ft vertically from any
cloud.
6.2 For the purposes of subparagraph
5.1(b) the conditions one of which must
be complied with for an aircraft to be
flown at less than 500ft above ground level
are:
(a) the aircraft must be flying in the
course of actually taking-off or landing; or
(b) the aircraft must be flying:

1. over land that is owned by, or
under the control of, the pilot or of
another person (including the
crown) who, or an agent or
employee of whom, has given permission for the flight over the land
at such a height; and
2. at a distance of at least 100 metres
horizontally. from any person
(other than any person associated
with the operation of the aircraft)
and from any public road; or
(c) the pilot of the aircraft must be
engaged in flying training and the
aircraft must be flying over a part of
a flying training area over which the
Authority has, under subregulation
141(1), authorised low flying.

*************
If you read your Skysailor, you will now
have a better idea of the rules covering
Powered Hang Gliders and if you need
any further information, just give us a call.

Safe flying
Kevin Magennis
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for pilots with sites very close and good
accommodation for pilots at good rates.
Lee told us the sites in the area, and with
a NE blowing we headed up North
Brother to Strong-To-Cross and down to
the coastal site at Camden head 10
minutes away. There are two take-off
sites, a low one about 40ft above the beach
and about SOm from the carpark and a
ramp up to the top of the ridge with about
a 1kmwalk.

Iraqi Hang Gliding Team staff car

Hang Gliding
Safari January '91
by Damian Ticehurst
We fmally arrived there, at the much
spoken of Rainbow Beach, where you can
fly all day....
After weeks of um'ing and ar'ing 8 of us
all made it. The Tambo novice's Brian,
Guy, Mark, John, Tony, Nathan, Steve &
myself, Damian. All of us, ex students of
South East Qld Hang Gliding Services.
3 of us had never been here before and
were keen to check out the site. We arrived on the 1st Day of the comp where a
lot of people flew (as it turned out the only
day they flew in the Comp).
The weather was terrible with rain and no
wind. Setting up on the 2nd day of the
comp, Nathan 'Nod' was keen to go.
There was a little wind up the face,
probably just soarable. After listening to
some misinformation from a local novice,
he went LEFf and proceeded straight to
the bottom with a nice nose in landing at
the bottom of the blow.
With Steve, Brian, John and myself
watching his flight we decided to run
down the 400ft blow, seeing as it looked
like flying was off for a while, to payout
on Nod (go left was the catch cry). We
then proceeded to carry his Glider up the
face, a hard walk without carrying anything! About halfway up we noticed there
was a growing crowd of four wheel drivers
who had stopped to watch those idiots
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carry a glider up the blow. I'm sure we
made it into a few holiday snaps.
After 3 days of no flying, we had had
enough. We headed back to Brisbane
that night, where Steve, nathan and I then
headed to Surfers Paradise for New
Years Eve.
A few headaches the next morning, then
up to Beechmont to get a last minute flight
before Stage 2, a trip down the coast to
Sydney and out to the Flatlands to do as
much flying as possible.
With two weeks up our sleeve we hit
Byron Bay, two days there and the flying
wasn't on, so off to Lee Scotts "High Adventure Air Park" on the mid north coast
near Port Macquarie. After an llpm
phone call to Lee we found the place O.K.
In the morning he was a bit happier than
the previous night. He had a good set-up

With Steve the only one of us who had
flown coastal before we opted for the
lower site with the aim to work up more
height. I was the first to go, Nod bombed
& Steve bombed so they carried their
kites to launch for another go. Nod
bombed again, Steve managed to get off
this time. I landed, helped Nod carry up
his kite. Third time lucky or so we
thought, not so, straight into the trees to
the left of take-off. He was OK but it took
liz hour to get the kite out.
We decided it we wanted to get a two at
Forbes we would need to get there before
the comp started. So that is where we
headed next.
At Forbes 2 days later, after the compulsory family visits on the way. Arriving at
llam we spotted Mort's truck. Seeing as
we had never towed before we sought
advice "You'll need some rope about 7m
each and steel rings". The rope was easy,
it seems the demand in Forbes for steel
rings had jumped 400%. After trying 6
different stores we found one which had
about 10 only left, and this was 3 days
before the compo
Heading out to the tow strips after lunch
at the pub with Mort, Drew & Dog Breath
(forget his real name, think it was Tom).

Nathan (Nod) makes a perfect tree landing at Camden Head

There was a rumour that Ken Hill was in
town (our other instructor). He had heard
that we were in town and was supposedly
hiding (but we had a secret weapon in the
Komb~ and we were not scared to use it).
We found him at the Strip, he suggested
we go and watch some people towing. No
one was very organised and getting a tow
would be hard.
Pressure tactics did not work too well and
then the Kombi decided to lose the clutch.
So off to Steve's dad's to pull the engine
out. The next day off to Sydney.
Sydney and a NE'er again that puts Stanwell off. Long Reef sounds a goer. Not a
bad site, a bit small with only 3 gliders a
time in the air. Smooth coastal air was
good, but after an hour I had had enough.
Bottom landing was a goer, a much
shorter carry to the car then a top landing.
Up to Newcastle the next day.
We found our way to the 'Airborne' Factory just south of Newcastle, where we
met Rick Duncan and the crew at the
factory - who turned out to be good
blokes. After a four of the factory and a
briefing on their glider the 'Blitz" which
looks very impressive. Rick was kind
enough to show us some of the sites. Unfortunately undesirable conditions
prevailed. so a big thanks to the guys at
Airborne. With holidays running out and

hours ever so slowly crawling up (2 so far)
we kept on heading north back to Camden Head. Didn't stay at Lee's because
he was at the Flatlands. 2 days of good
flying plus some beach towing when the
wind was too strong.
Next day we headed up to Port Macquarie
where we found a great site over Shelley
Beach but yet again the wind was off, too
cross. Back to Camden Head for an afternoon blast. Nod bombed again. Camped
in the park that night, breakfast in the
park and off to Port Macquarie again Not on - keep moving, stopped at Joe
Scott's "Sky Limit Sports Aviation" at
Clybucca just north of Kempsey. He was
helpful and gave directions to a few sites
in the area, but again the *@!? northerly
prevailed. OK next stop, Byron Bay, arrived late in the arvo and Coorabel was
blown out. OK that's it, lets bail- made
home about lOpm.
Although we did not get heaps of flying in
we still had a good time and met lots of
good people. We also learnt heaps about
hang gliding and different sites.

Around about •••
Southern Cross Postcards
is a Newcastle based company producing
postcards, greeting cards and Christmas
cards in smaller quantities. From 1 x
1,000, the total investment could be as
little as $390.
This could be the answer to fund raising
for your publicity conscious club!
Contact the manager, Phillip Bissell on
(049) 621295 or fax (049) 622305 for further information.

Notice to all paraglider pilots
If you wish to compete in the 1992
Australian Paragliding Open (we hope
you do!), 27 January - 2 February, you
have just over 4 months left to obtain an
advanced rating. Pilots with an intermediate rating must apply to the organisation committee, submitting a copy
of their log book. Extensive inland experience is essential.
For more information call (03) 8824130
or (03) 4806441

Around the world

=---------------------Go! Go! Go! - Just before lockout

Israeli pilot Rami Yanetz established a new Israeli XC record
flying 227 km from Horseshoe to
Luming, Nevada USA on July
14th. The flight took 7.45 hrs and a
height of 5,500 m was achieved,
flying an APCO Santana.
Paragliding news - world record
claim
Flight to a declared goal- Juniper
Heights, Invermere, BC, 101 km
On Sunday July 7 1991 Sean
Dougherty (29) of Calgary and
Chris Muller (15) flew 101 km
from Mt Seven, Golden in British
Columbia. Both pilots are also
filing for the Canadian records of
open distance and flight to a
declared goal. These pilots were
flying APCO Hilite III
paragliders.

Prize money offered
Due to the above flights, APCO
Aviation has offered a $10,000
prize for the first Open Distance
Flight of 200 km made on one of
APCO's paragliders.
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SPORTS AVIATION
Phone 065 650042
For all your triking needs ...
Australia's first fully CAA approved trike training school at a licenced aerodrome ...
o

Kempsey Airport as Primary Training Zone
the largest and smoothest training field going. Perfect your circuit within the airport's boundary!!!

o

10 Strips within close proximity
At Crescent Head, South West Rocks, Clybucca and up the valley for all wind conditions and degree
of difficulty, giving you an important diversity of Experience, Navigation and General Airmanship

o

Mixing with General Aviation Aircraft
giving you an important insight into other airspace users and their needs, and the confidence to
safely mix with them.
Operating from an airport opens your eyes and imagination to the feasibility of trikes ...

o

Modern Theory Facilities!

o

Fully certified aircraft!

o

Chief Flying Instructor - Joe Scott

o

We Fly and Recommend
Skylink ... side by side seating
We have the largest choice of trikes ready for you to test fly so YOU can choose the one for you.

Note: waterproof engine, prop and wheel spat covers now available.

Seven days a week instruction
Course packages and accommodation available
A pilot certificate earned from Skylimit ensures you have the capability and confidence to expand
your flying horizons with safety and knowledge.

For professional and complete trike instruction or just to send your loved one on an
introductory flight around nature's wonderland, come to the beautiful North Coast,
come to:

SKY LIM I T Sports Aviation
113 Goulds Lane
Clybucca NSW 2440
Phone 065 650042
August 1991
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Stop Press
Colour transparencies required for a 1992 Hang Gliding Federation
ofAustralia calendar
Enquiries to the Editor, Skysailor, (066) 280356
Pilot and spectators waiting patiently -p. Chris Ambrns

1~. A.dditionalp~ints for instructors: · . •••••.•••
. No training shall take place on1 9W
dunes.
. ....

1~. AnY~~FA

found ~6~.

member
travening these regulations shall be
banned from further flying at this site.

12. For information, contact Dave C~blc~
..
man 074-498573.
...
.

.

.

Notice to be given of reoopening of site
upon Council approval.
................::
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If you set the standard
and maintain the standard,
then it's only a matter time ...
before you are the standcud!

AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS Ply. Ltd.
UNIT 12/30 Kalaroo Road, REDHEAD, N.S.W. 2290
Phone: (049) 499 199
Fax: (049) 499 395

o

ICOM

Count on us!

m

transceivers in Australia is also one of the

channel.

smallest. The powerful !com IC-40G is

Other outstanding features include:

packed with fea tures including 5 watt output,

Power Save, which automatically conserves

12 memory channels for quick selection, scan

powe r during standby conditions; Night

ne of the largest selling and most
popular U HF C RS handheld

monitor a priority channel (or channels)
every five seconds while listening to anoth er

operation, power save, plus the mos t

Display Light; Dial Lock and Time O ut Timer

comprehensive accessory system ava ilable.

for preve nti on of acc idental continuous

Challenge' the
Belief that Everything
Big is Better
ICOID

More Powerful Performance.

transmission . Buil t rugged and encased in a

T o ensure effecti ve performance, the IC A OG

tough, splash and dust resistant membrane

inco rporates hi gh sensiti vity and full 5 wa tt

cover, the lC A OG is ideal for professionals,

output powe r. A Full Scan function

enthusiasts and all outdoor applications.

repea ted ly searches al140 operating channels

A wide vari ety of options are also ava ilable

to fi nd your des ired channel immediately.

including speaker-microphones, headse t,

A nd Memory Scan can sequ enti all y search

battery packs, carrying cases, base charger,

12 memory channels, and skip

power adaptor and an adva nced 5-T one

unwanted channels.

Selec ti ve Calling System can be easily

The Best Things In Life

installed at your !com de8ler.

(orne In Small Packages
A nother function on the compact IC A OG is
Dual Watch. This operation allows you to

For furth er informa tion ca ll free on (008) 338 915
or write to Repl y Paid 1009 learn Australia Pt y Ltd
P. O. Box 1162 Wind sor Victoria 3 181
Tel ephone (03) 529 75 82
A.CN. 006 092 575

L.l. Brown & Assoc . 3725

The Angry Coconut Column .... for Power Heads
So you decided to purchase a Trike ...
Try this quick quiz.. .
Who are the CAA ... ??
What does the CAA mean to me?
Exactly where can I fly?
At which airports can I land and at which
can't I?
Why is a standard circuit left hand???
What does TRMPFISCH (pronounced
trimfIsh) stand for??
Do you have a fuel tap management
policy?
With changes occurring within the
HGFNAUF and CAA in recent times,
allowing TRIKES access to airports and
more airspace etc, there has come a time
for more information within the pages of
Skysailor.
With this in mind get ready for your
VERY FIRST instalment of ANGRY
COCONUT
COLUMN ..... FOR
POWER HEADS ...
Over the next few months we will cover,
in depth, topics like:
Registration of aircraft
Pilot certmcates... How to attain them,
what they mean and how not to abuse
them
General Aviation Pilots ... How they see us
... how to fly with them
Certmcation
Navigation
Landing techniques
Questions from the examinations plus
questions you wish to ask

posed with regard pilot training and certiflcation of the aircraft.
Over the years there has been quite some
discussion whether trikes should stay with
HGFA or not, but "progress" has taken
place and powered hang gliders are an
integral part ofthe HGFA.

CAO 9S.10 and 9S.32 will give you all your
rules but basically:

fly to SOOO ft ams1...where terrain is above
4000ft, we can go 2000 ft above terrain.
fly from certain licensed aerodromes your ARE allowed
fly without VHF radio
fly from any paddock outside airspace or
towns
Trikes Cannot:
fly below SOO ft unless landing or taking
off - or with land owners' permission emergencies excepted
fly over towns or populous areas
fly two up unless certifIcated
fly into or through an AFIZ or controlled
airspace without VHF radio
Pilots:
Must be licenced
Must be instructed
Cannot take passengers without endorsement
Cannot charge passengers unless an instructor teaching students.

For this month I'd like to set an overall
picture of just where we are and roughly
how we got here ....

In April of this year, fIfteen of the most
experienced trike pilots/instructors got
together in Newcastle to fmalise, learn
about and get approved, a pilot training
program.

The CAA is the main governing body,
over-seeing the job we do of self regulating and basically taking a back seat unless
things get dangerous or are seen to be
dangerous ... Much the way they have with
hang gliders.
Because trikes do have motors and are
capable of taking two persons to the sky,
(with certification plus passenger endorsement) strict guidelines have been im-
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2.

The most comprehensive training syllabus to standardise instruction ever,
meaning that a new pilot can learn in
a more precise and efficient way i.e.,
cost effective.

3.

Students can change areas or instructors and follow the same course. Instructors will, of course, apply the
syllabus with their own style.

Trikes Can:

Pilot Training

9S.1O (single seat) and 9S.32 (dual seat)
and can be registered with either the
HGFAorAUF.

Fifteen CHIEF FLYING INSTR UCTORS and five EXAMINERS gaining their CAA
authorised interim certmcates to instruct.

Trike Rules:

Plus a whole lot more ......

Trikes are classified under two
categories:

1.

With a bevy of general aviation instructors, CAA personnel, weather experts,
medical examiners and aeronautical experts, there was a wealth of flying
knowledge passed around.
What we started with was a well worded
idea of the examinations, teaching
methods and legislation to be followed
over the next few years, put together by
Chris Brandon. What we had once we'd
argued, poked, pulled apart, re-pasted
and argued about again, looked little like
the original but resulted in:

SKYSAILOR

Instructors will get their facilities approved by the CAA and aircraft certmed
(more on this soon) to teach new pilots
and to continue working.
This is giving us better instruction, with
access to licensed aerodromes and better
recognition within the aviation world at
large.
Two of the most important and immediately usable items from the seminar are:

1. TRMPFISCH.
It started as
TMPFISCH but I've added the R.
This is the pre-take off check list that
should be used before EVERY
FLIGHT.
T ... stands for throttle - full and free movement, + tyres
R... for radiator full of water .. omit if air
cooled
M ... Mixture - chokes off
P ... pins all secure - don't forget the front
pole
F ... fuel - correct selection (tap on) and
sufficient
I... instruments - check and operational
S ... switches - check and for duel ignition
check now
C ... controls - pitch and roll full and free
movement - look at the U bracket
H ... harness and helmets - secure and in
place
Dyna tape this list to your trike and read
it aloud before ~ach and every flight,
usually just before you turn onto your
runway. Get in the habit of doing it every
time and it WILL save you sometime.
2.

Circuits ... doing circuits even at your
own private strip will get you in tune
with your landing procedure. Checks
your height and allows your time to
"de-bliss" yourself after rather nice
flights and to set up that perfect touch
down every time.

3.

Fuel tap management ... if you are or
have moved up to a new legal two seat
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machine you'll fmd they now have fuel
taps that can be turned on and off
easier than the Buzzards. If you do
usually leave it on then turn it off for
some reason, it is very easy to forget
the damn thing is off until you're half
way through your climbout and she
dies ... it has been done!!! So if you
ALWAYS turn your fuel off that
means you ALWAYS have to turn it
back on. Even if you've forgotten to
turn it off at least it's been checked.

other airspace users ...
the airspace itself and where we are and
are not allowed
Determination ... to stay safe ...
turn back if it looks nasty ahead ...
take the long way if it's safer

Also along will this seemly added
freedom comes a higher degree of
scrutiny... always a trade off... but not
necessarily a bad one. You can be assured that the CAA are keeping a close
watch on just how these instructors perform and what degree of pilot they let
loose on the unsuspecting flying community.
I certainly believe that more people will
be flying these aircraft in the not so distant
future, not only as fun machines but as
they improve, which they must and will, as
a valid form of transport. So right now is
where we must set the correct habits with
our pilots.
The AUF held it's fIrst safety seminar in
Sydney recently and the major thing lacking in pilots seems to be AIRMANSHIP.
Airmanship as defmed, is the ability to
avoid hazardous situations, but having the
knowledge, respect and determination to
handle unforeseen situations as they
arise.

As you, the new and more experienced
trike pilots, mix with other airspace users,
you can feel confIdent that you are flying
the safest aircraft around with a climb rate
that amazes other pilots .... they feel trikes
are dangerous with their steep climb ....
top speed is down on some ultralights but
comparable to most, and engine failure
doesn't frighten you near as much.
Gaining acceptance within the "flying
community" is often a delicate operation
for trike pilots but with continuing safe
operation and respect for and knowledge
of GA. rules, trikes are going to go a long
way in the future ....
Stay tuned for more info on the national
trike championships, long distance
records, etc.
Send in any questions or comments and
we'll print the nice ones and throwaway
any nasties .... OK, we'll print 'em all...
Till next month keep it safe, have fun and
we'd like to hear your tips on fuel
economy.. .
And arrr ... don't get to coconut angry!!!

Knowledge ••• is planning your flight...
preflighting your aircraft ...
attaining all weather info for the flight...
Respect ... for your own ability...
your aircraft's capabilities ...

Exemptions for aero-towing given recently at Tumut airport
p. by Joe Scott

--
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1990/91 Victorian
Cross Country
League
Update current to: 3/4/91 (Final Results)
Pilot Name
Rohan HOLTKAMP
Alan BEAVIS
Geoff DOSSETOR
Wesley HILL
Andrew FOCH
Glen MacLEOD
Warwick DUNCAN
Noel BEAR
George KAMBAS
Peter AITKEN
Don ROTTMAN
Colwyn MILLARD
Rob RUGE
Mark BRADBROOK
Gary HICKSON
Dave ADAMS
Peter BOLTON
Craig DOCHERTY
Joel REBBECHI
Colin MacRAE
Grant HEANEY
Colin BAILEY
Harty SUMMONS
Rick PAYNE
Tony KLEMM
Greg SMART
Trevor SANGSfER
Marc VENHEYDEN
Andy WATSON
Michael HOYNE
Mick O'DOWD
Ian REES
Peter EICHER
Colin HANSEN
Marlies EICHER
Duncan RICHARDSON
Michael ELLINAS
Tove HEANEY
Kevin ROOKE
Chris CHARTERS
John BUDDLE
Mike DUFFIELD
Peter DAVIES
Ian HAIGH
Rob van der KLOOSfER
Baden HALL
Tony L'HOTELLIER
Ben MAYFIELD
Ray CASSAR
Pat FINCH
Michael SLAPE
John ADAMS
Steven STRICEK
Don BURNS
Bernard O'REILLY
Rob JULIAN
Tony HUGHES
Shane JOHNSTON
Brian REBBECHI
Sue HANSEN
John 1WOMEY
James McGINTY
Damien VIRIEUX
Alistair SCOIT
Peter WESTON
Russell DOBSON
Peter HAZELDENE

Total Score
4760
4720
4110
3420
3350
3260
3120
3020
2920
2890
2820
2790

2770
2740
2690

2660
2650
2520
2520
2500
2460
2340
2340
2310
2250
2240
2180
2130
2130
2120
2090
2090
2080
2080
1990
1990
1970
1890
1890
1860
1750
1740
1700
1680
1640
1590
1460
1440
1430
1400
1390
1370
1370
1350
1340
1310
1290
1270
1220
1150
1040
1000
1000
980
960
950
660
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Car Towing
by John Peters
When car towing hang gliders, the tow
line is often securely attached to the car,
and can only be released at the glider end.
The sketch shows an arrangement which
has been proven to reliably allow the
driver or observer in a towing car to shed
the tow line at the car. This is advantageous in two ways:
1. It offers improved safety in the event of
a lockout or failed take-off. If the pilot
calls 'stop' or the observer sees a problem,
tension can be immediately and completely released at the car.

2. It offers convenience which may reduce
turn around time, depending of the tow
line recovery procedure being used, by
allowing the driver to drop the line
without stopping the car.
Points to note are:
1.

2.

The panic snap is stocked by 'Mitre
Ten' stores, amongst others. Its
retaining pin is drilled out and
replaced by a suitable shackle.
The release cord is fed through the
pulley next to the tow bar so that,
whether the tow line is horizontal at
take off, or near vertical at the end of
a tow, the release force is applied in
the appropriate direction to the panic
snap.

3. The release cord then feeds through
a pulley tied to the rear roof bar, and
from there forward to the driver or
observer. Thus there is little friction
on the cord over its whole length, and

ample tension is

,,~
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readily transmitted to the
panic snap.
4. In the event of a
failure in any
component between the panic
snap and the tow
bar, the full
towing tension
may be applied
to the release
cord, at least
momentarily.
The release
cord should
therefore not be
wrapped
around anything
precious, such
as a rear vision
mirror or a
finger. If it is
tied to the front
roof bar, and if
the car has an
automatic transmission, the
driver can easily
drive with one
hand on the
cord.

We have trik(~s new & used in
stock ready for immediate
delivery
Trikes

xx AirBorne Edge 482 KC
xx Skylink Systems Hornet B.C.A.R. Section 5
certified side by side 2 seater
xx Pegasus Q

Qualified instruction available
Hang gliders

xx AirBorne Blitz
xx AirBorne Sting
xx Mars 150 as new
Phone for further information or test fly
BId. 22 Second Ave, Moorabbin Airport

5. The knot for the
Mentone Vic
release cord
loop is positioned as shown,
because if it was
Phone
closer to the ~---------~----------..,
panic snap it might foul in a shackle.
the towing vehicle. One must then
meticulously and regularly check that
6. For the panic snap to reliably shed the
neither the padding nor any tape used
tow line, a ring must be fitted to the
to retain it can possibly foul the panic
end of the tow line.
snap. A better idea is to extend the
tow bar so that the panic snap cannot
7. It is tempting to wrap padding around
hit the car.
the panic snap to protect the paint on

(03) 5875975
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Pilot Report

Enterprise Wings

Foil COlllbat
Perforl11ance You Can Handle
© 1991 by Dennis Fagen
O ne of the highlights of my misspent youth
was the delightfully disrespectful Bullwinkle
show. While I admired Rocky the Flying
Squirrel's aviation skills, my favorite character
on the show was the dastardly Snidely Whiplash. His sole purpose in life was the abduction
of Little Nell, but unfortunately for Snidely, our I
hero, Dudley Dooright of the Mounties, always
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arrived in the nick of time to rescue Nell from
his clutches. Such frustration would leave Mr.
Whiplash ranting and raving his favorite epithet: "Curses, foiled again." It seems to me I've
heard the same utterance from many competition pilots flying against the Foil Combat in the
past two years. It is our interest here to find out
what this wing is all about.
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Last summer Mark Newland won the U.S.
Nationals flying a Foil Combat. The only time
I flew with him we shared a thernial , then he
quickly showed me his tail feathers and disappeared on the horizon. Surely the Foil is a
mighty weapon in the hands of such a formidable competitor. However, what about the
average weekend airhog? Can he or she find
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/
true happiness dangling from the keel of
a Foil? Would your
mother approve of
such a match? Stay
tuned for ournext episode of the Foil Flying Follies or Plying
the Sky in a Wing
from Down Under.
SOME
BACKGROUND
The Foil Combat
comes to us from Enterprise Wings located near Stan well
Park, that famous site
south of Sydney, Australia. The two principals of Enterprise
Wings,
Brian
Hayhow and Carl
Braden, have been designing and building gliders since 1985 and have enjoyed considerable
competition success worldwide. Close to home,
besides winning last year's nationals as mentioned, a Foil Combat also took top honors in
the 1990 East Coast Championships under the
expert guidance of Nelson Howe.
So when I received the offer to test fly and
report on the Foil Combat I said "yes" faster
than an old maid with a new proposal. Not that
I was unfamiliar with the Foil's flying characteristics, for you may recall we presented a
review of the Foil B a few years back. But I
knew that the Combat was a refinement, and
there was the added allure of picking the glider
up in France and touring the magnificent sites in
the Alps. In the course of this tour I flew eight
times in varied conditions-from choppy crossing winds to ligbt, elusive lift to vario-pegging
cloud-suck.
PERFORMANCE...
The design philosophy behind the Enterprise
Wings Foil is from the same holy writ to which
many manufacturers subscribe: top performance
without losing maneuverability. In my judgement the Foil has kept the faith better than most.
The glider is of relatively small size (see
specifications below), narrow span, average
aspect ratio and low nose angle. This configuration generally results in good handling at the
expense of performance. However, the Foil's
clean sail and hardware, judicious airfoil, 85%
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double surface and ample anhedral all conspire
to give the glider top performance.
The Foil's thermaling capabilities are right
there with the best. The speed/glide performance is also exceptional. We usually save the
exciting stuff for later, but it's time to make the
most important statement of this review: The
Foil Combat's performance and handling package is second to none.
This is not to say that you can expect to win
every meet by jumping on a Foil, for there are
many good gliders and many good pilots out
there drifting on the wind. However, the average pilot will improve his or her potential capabilities with a Foil since they don't have to give
up handling as they step up in performance.
... YOU CAN HANDLE
What exactly is this handling business? Itcan be
variously described as right-now response, light
forces, stability in thermals, ease of making
adjustments or insensitivity to gusts. All of
these items cannot necessarily be combined
into one design. For example, quick response
may render a glider less roll stable in thermals.
Another malter to clear up is the difference
between quickness of response and lightness of
handling. A quick responding glider is one that
answers immediately 10 the pi lot's command. A
light handling glider is one that requires little
control force. The former type can respond
immediately but requires relatively higher
forces. This is largely a function of leverage.
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Longer control bars and
higher hang points
change the roll forces.
On the other hand there
are gliders with light
control forces but slow
response due to adverse
yaw, tip inertia or tip
airfoil selection. The
ideal isaquick responding, light handling
glider, of course.
Due to its keel
hang point and anhedral
the Foil tends to be
quick responding and
fairly light in handling.
I found I could instantly
carve into a feisty thermal, make adjustments
and even reverse directions with confidence.
Working close to other
gl iders was not a problem because of the Foil's
handling predictability.
The Foil's roll forces could probably be
made even lighter with a kingpost hang, but it's
not necessary in my estimation and the keel
strap reaps benefits. For one thing, kingpost
placement is not so critical, the hang point can
be more easily changed than with some designs,
the hang strap is not exposed to the destructive
sun, control bar folding is simplified, fewer
parts are needed and finally, it is much easier to
change hang strap lengths. The latter is of great
importance to those such as me who change
gliders frequently in this universe of non-standard harness lengths.
The secrets to the Foil's roll success are
many. We have already mentioned small size
and ample anhedral (probably the most of any
glider available). In addition we have to list the
choice of airfoil progression, the 100% elastic
bungee batten ties, the "expansion joint" made
of neoprene between the upper and lower surface out at the tip, and the long crossbar restraint
cable. This latter item, along with a kingpost
free to move side to side, allows greater crossbar shifting freedom.
The factory recommends thermaling with
the variable geometry (VG) system full off to 1/
2 on. In this configuration the glider can be
quickly adjusted in roll to take advantage of
better cores and altitude consuming lockouts
are avoided. I tend to agree, for I discovered a
great climb rate compared to other gliders with
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the VG full off and only applied some tension
when conditions were smooth or I was jetting to
a new location of lift. Incidentally, the VG jam
cleat is interesting in that it requires a pull away
from the bar to hold fast. This is backwards
from normal and seems to work just fine.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
Landing the Foil Combat is no big deal thanks
to its benign handling. You set up your landing
and cruise on final with confidence that you can
combat any surprise spasm of air. Once it's time
to flare I found that a hard push is necessary in
zero or light air. Timing is not so critical since
the glider parachutes readily, but don't forget
the healthy flare. In more wind this is less
significant.
Takeoffs are also quite easy. The glider
balances nicely and accelerates easily. However, it does have loose side cables (like many
modem gliders) which are less than ideal in
unsteady winds. I solve this in my traditional
manner of taking off with the VG string pulled
half tight. This is a reasonable thing to do on
gliders with such good handling.
THE FOIL SAIL
Enterprise Wings lakes great pride in their sail
setup. Along with the airfoil, this is one of the
main changes from the previous model (the Foil
B). The sail uses a five-ounce Trilam leading
edge, a 3.7-ounce Teijan mid-body (upper and
lower), a 4.8-ounce Teijan rear body with a
Dimensional Kevlar trailing edge. The last item
is a clear mylar overlay with lengthwise kevlar
cords running full span.
The sails come in the usual host of contemporary colors and are very clean in the score of
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Foils I have seen. If you plan to keep your glider
for a long time, you can be confident that the
Foil offers flutter-free flying for the future.
AIRFRAME AND HARDWARE
Most pilots don't do an in-depth analysis of a
glider's airframe before deciding to buy, but in
this case we need to discuss the Foil's frame
since it does come from Australia and that's the

"The design philosophy
behind the Enterprise
Wings Foil is from the
same holy writ to which
many manufacturers
subscribe: top performance
without losing
maneuverability. In my
judgement the Foil has
kept the faith better than
most."
moon to some folks. Rest assured that the Foil's
tubes are all made of good 01' 6061 aluminum
alloy. This renders the glider somewhat heavier
but also somewhat cheaper (see below).
The tubes are metric (diameters and wall
thickness) but this doesn't pose a problem since
all parts are stocked in the U.S. and are delivered as readily as those for any glider.
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Tubing connections and fittings are standard in the industry. The control bar junctions
are tidy for low drag and function. You will note
that control bar fittings are strong (they won't
bend like they do on some designs) and do not
kink the side cables (a serious fault on some
designs). The side cables themselves are
uncoated I x 19 strands-stronger than the standard 7x7 3/32" cable. The control bar top is
wide open allowing for easy folding of the
control bar.
The basetube attaches at both ends with
bolts, wing nuts and pins, a feature that leaves
Europeans with their slick set-up features scrambling for replacement PIP pins. I agree with
them and really can see no reason to remove
both ends of the basetube when breaking down
since the tube opens easily to fit into the rear of
the glider when packed away.
And now my pet peeve: no basetube coating. Nelson Howe doesn't like squeezing such
squishy stuff on his bar, but that ' s because he
didn't grow up as I did with only fat girls to date.
Bare aluminum wicks heat from the hands and
slides readily. I'm hopelessly hooked on gripping the softer things in life.
Another point to mention is the standard
wide faired control bar uprights. These are like
Magics used to have and are really low drag
when you aren't yawed to the airstream. Personally, I like them since they grip and handle
nicely.
We should draw your attention to the tip
battens which double as defined tips (washout
struts). They plug into a fitting that helps tension the sail while at the same time letting them
float up, but limits their downward travel for
pitch stability. This arrangement is easy to
install and does away with the weight and hassle
of defined tips.
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THE OPENING AND CLOSING
Foil setup is fairly standard and we won ' t bore
you with the details, only point out the highlights. To begin, you can set up on the control
bar or on the ground. The owners manual requests that you put in the tip battens first which
is a departure from the norm. Next you insert the
rest of the battens ( 17 per side on the big model
counting the tip which includes five lower surface strai ghts and three half battens) then pull
back the crossbar. This last act is easy to do with
a pull-string, bolt and pin at the keel behind the
sail. This setup feature is almost ideal ; it lacks
a quick connection like on the Ki ss, but doesn't
require as much force. You must also do one
more important act: hook up the compensator
tang inside the sail. In general the glider is
pleasant to set up with a low curse quotient. The
only thing that slows you dow n are all those
battens, but then , in the air they probably help
speed you up.
The breakdown is also stand ard and is
typicall y the reverse of the setup. Separate
batten bags he lp you keep left battens from
ri ght, although the color coding (black and
white) as well as printed identificati on at each
batten rear keeps all but the dyslexic on track.
The glider comes with a full array of colorcoordin ated pads to protect your in vestment.
HOW BIG?
The standard size Foil Combat is 152 sq uare
feet. This handles pilots up to 200 pounds net.
We need to g ive special menti on to the 139 Foil.
This glider was developed specificall y for the
Japanese marke t but is now widely acc laimed
by little people of any nati onal ity or gender. It
is scaled down from the 152, has a smaller
control bar, six fewer battens and weighs less.
Use the specs below to see if this glider's for
you. If you tend to blow away in a ga le, the 139
just may be your ideal glider. It is about the
smallest hi gh-perform ance glider ava ilable today.
If you are thinking of trad ing in your old,
battered wing, you owe yourself an ex perience
on the Foil Combat. It is truly a glider th at puts
the purr back into performance. Don ' t risk
rel egating yourself to the role of a cartoon
villain , kickin g rocks while the Foils course
overhead . •
FOIL COMBAT SPECIFICATIONS
Model
152
139
Sail Area
152 sq. ft. 139 sq . ft.
32' 10"
3 1' 4"
Wing Span
Aspect Rati o
7.3
7.3
Nose Angle
130°
130°
Double Surface
85%
85%
Weight (w itho ut bag)
74 1bs.
68 1bs.
18' 5"
Pack-up Length
I T II "
12' 8"
Breakdow n le ngth
12' 8"
Hook-in We ight (Ibs.) 13 1- 198 109- 165

CANOPIES AND TUCKING
supplied by Brian Webb; reprinted from Wings!
Gary Stone of North Weald Par ascending
Club argues that novice pilots should
select a canopy wing which is not prone to
tucking.
First of all, lets define what tucking is.
When a ramair wing tucks, a part of all of
the edge stops producing lift and tucks
underneath the canopy towards the trailing edge. (See Figure 1)

What happens after the canopy tucks?
The results can vary from one extreme to
the other depending on the severity of the
tuck and the characteristics ofthe canopy.
The tuck may pop out within a second or
so or may stay tucked. If the canopy stays
tucked, usually the extra drag and loss of
lift on the tucked side of the canopy will
cause the canopy to rotate, i.e. go into a
3600 turn and it will continue to spiral
until the tuck has been rectifled. Needless to say, if the ground gets in the way
this will mean sustaining serious injury or
death.

The canopy tucks when it reaches a low
angle of attack to the airflow. This can
happen when the canopy surges and dives
to regain air speed from a deep brake
position after the brakes have been let off,
or after a canopy has been stalled, or by
pulling on front risers to lower the nose of
the canopy. Tucking can also occur in
turbulence. Some canopies are prone to
tucking whilst others are almost tuckproof. To see why this is we can look at
Lots of

Lift h.,.

15% section

'Ha~ef

type section

I feel that it is extremely important to use
canopies that can be front risered when
soaring in dynamic lift in this country.
The extra speed range that this gives will
often get you out of trouble when you are
getting blown back over a ridge and you
need the extra penetration. Although the
high camber sections do produce more
lift per square metre of canopy, and therefore have advantages as regards compactLot. of
lHt"",.

30%sectio_n_.....:1_ _

~

:=>..-..~-

--. ,7'--,7'--' ~RFlOW

When does a canopy tuck?

Sale

we call a 15% section, that is to say the
highest point of the curvature on the top
surface is 15% of the chord back from the
leading edge. This is where the canopy
produces most of its lift. Compare this
with Figure 3, what we call a high camber
section. The highest point of the curve
and the centre of pressure are approximately 30% back from the leading
edge. At low angles of attack the leading
edge can produce negative lift. On the
15% section the leading edge is always
producing enough positive lift to
counteract any negative lift and so even at
very low angles of attack this type of
canopy will not tuck. There is no limit to
the amount of front risering you can use.
This type of canopy, like any other, will
collapse in very severe turbulence but it
redeploys fully in fractions of a second.

/

=>
.4JRFlOW

Tuck Imminent!

Negatl",.

1J1tn.,.

ness and lightness, and although generally
speaking their glide angles are better, in
my opinion the first canopy you buy
should be a 15% type canopy unless you
intend to always fly in extremely calm conditions.

It is not the purpose of this article to go
into details as to how to recover a canopy
that has tucked, generally speaking applying brake and/or pumping can work but
this varies from canopy to canopy. Some
canopies once tucked stay tucked
whatever you do!
In the Alps a lot of pilots are now using
reserves.

the aerofoil section of two different types
of canopies. Figure 2 shows a Harley New
Wave or Paramount section. This is what
August 1991
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Queensland

There's nothing like that exhilaration of
blasting off from a new site, wondering as
you run head long down an unfamiliar
slope what the air currents might provide
as you break clear of the tree canopy, and
then seeing the scenery unfold further
with each successful 360. The new Kenilworth site has been providing some quite
exciting winter flights. For pilots launching here please note that crossing to the
east of the North Coast Railway Line will
put you into controlled airspace - become
familiar with the boundaries of controlled
airspace prior to launching.
At current trends it won't take long before
the President and Secretary are flying the
oldest, most shagged out gliders in the
Club. Balderick has just become the
proud owner of an awesome fluro green
XS that, according to Cookie, has power
steering and lands at walking pace or
thereabouts, and Russell has decided to
leap frog us also with an XS. I wonder if
Sant~ manufactures gliders at the pole,
and if I'm very good this year ... ?

How do you get sixteen people and ten
~ders up ~idgee in one vehicle - simple,
It s CookIes new rig. One Toyota
Landcruiser and trailer - "Oh What A
Feeling". I'll miss that high octane
adrenalin rush that I used to get watching
my life rush past before my eyes about ten
times every trip up Widgee in the old
Rover. Did I say I'd miss it? - pigs I will.
Thanks to Dave and Karen for hosting the
last Club meeting and barbecue. Karen,
by the way I missed out on getting a piece
ofthat apple pie. There's not doubt about
it,. hang glider pilots certainly have a way
Wlth words. Geoff, I'm sure Janis won't
forget being called a "Porka" for quite a
while.
Remember, nose down, wings level and
run hard.
Ron Rimkus, President.
Closure of Hang Gliding Operations at
Tungara Crescent, Sunrise Beach,
Queensland also known as the east face
take ofT at Sunshine Beach.
The site described above has been closed
recently due to erosion, vegetation
damage and damage to fences partly
caused by hang gliding operations. A
meetil;tg was held on the site with representatives from the Noosa Shire Council
the Beach Protection Authority and th~
Sunshine Coast hang gliding Club to
resolve identified problems and allow the
site to be reopened. The Club has agreed
to abide by a number of conditions set
down by Noosa Council, one of which is
that we make it known to all pilots that

Revved up, ready to go, Thredbo Nationals p. Scott Beresford

there are regulations now in force which
must be observed when flying this site.
The points listed on page 16 must be
strictly adhered to when flying this site.
~y failure to observe them will jeopardlSe the continued use of this site and the
Sunshine Coast club will take dis~iplinary
action against those in breach.
Robert Keen, Secretary

New South Wales
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Lower Blue Mountains HGC
The Club has now acquired its fIrst piece
of capital equipment - a winch, courtesy
of Garry Carr and Rolf Muller to whom
we are indebted. The winch, built by
Garry and Rolf some years back, has been
used on a number of occasiollS including
the Flatlands. It has lain unused for some
time now and will require some rebuilding and modificatiollS before it is ready
for use. We would like to be able to fmd
a site suitable for towing operatiollS this
side of the Blue Mountains but, as I'm
sure most of you could tell me that's easier
said than done. Watch this column for
further developments.
Our last meeting held Tuesday 30 July
went off very well and we were able to
welcome several new members including
~vril Craighead who was good enough to
gIVe us a talk on her experiences of the
1991 Women's World Championship in
Austria. In fact we had a video lined up
'The Wizards of Oz' but discussions went
on for so long that we only had time to
screen about half of the video before we
were kicked out of our meeting room at
the Prospect Hotel because of the lateness of the hour.
We plan to rescreen that video, or another
one, at the next meeting which will be held
at the Prospect Hotel, Great Western
Highway, Prospect on Tuesday 27
August, starting at 7.30 in the saloon bar
thereafter retiring to our oak panelled
meeting room to discuss weighty matters.
See you there,
David Middleton
P.S. By the time this appears in Skysailor
the August meeting will be over but meet-
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PLY T B C

The Instrument of the World Champion

The new dynamic
precision series to
meet the highest
demands

FLYTEC 3010
FLYTEC 3020
FLYTEC 3030

High technology and
top quality flight
instruments made in
Switzerland

August 1991

FLYTEC 3010:

Twin vario display, Altimeter 1 and 2,
Indicator, peak value memories

FLYTEC 3020:

As Flytec 3010 plus additional peak value
memories, real time clock, stopwatch

FLYTEC 3030:

As Flytec 3020 plus integrated Barograph.
Barograph is built to F A I standards!

Additional:

Special Delta bracket to mount Instrument in
any possible ways on round and air foil tubes.
Speed indicator turbine for highest precision.
All instruments one year warranty.
Prices from A$ 660.- ( Flytec 3010 )

Call today:

Flytec distributor of Australia, Peter Eicher
30 Scheele S~
Surrey Hills, 3127 Victoria
Phone AH /Fax 03/836 97 07
SKYSAILOR
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ings are held monthly at the above mentioned venue on the last Tuesday of each
month.

lIIawarra Hang Gliding club
Well I can't take up space describing all
the great flights recently - so I'll stick to
the administrative stuff for those too
lethargic to attend the August meeting.
Firstly, congratulations were warmly
received by Lindy and Bradley for the
birth of their daughter Kiralie. A good
excuse they thought for missing the last
two meetings - but surely a membership
fee is not due just yet Harry?
The main topic of conversation was our
proposed Tongarra competition (see
details in competition section). Trevor
Jones has sent letters to the local councils
to advise them of our intentions, George
Barrie was volunteered to be the comp
task organiser and Tom looked up at the
wrong time to end up clearing the site.
I'm sure he'll get help. Lindy will try her
talented hand at artwork for T-shirts etc
and also use her contacts in the Illawarra
media for promotion. It seemed all areas
were covered and that a success is assured
and hopefully some money for the club!
Further business had Tom delivering letters to the local shopping centres to organise static displays for a recruiting
drive, and George confirmed he had
finished the signage required by the
C.A.A. at Tongarra. A letter was

received from HGFA regarding the Nationals at Tumut and our clubs involvement as we are in the southern region.
The point was raised that nearly all sites
at Tumut are 4WD and that we have to
fmd out what is expected of us if we are
involved. Another letter was received
from the C.A.A. advising us of proposed
rationalisation in sports aviation liaison
officers. If this goes through it means only
longer delays in negotiations for lost or
wanted sites/airspace. Just more incentive I guess to look after what we have what else can we do?
Letters were also received from the
Moyes factory and Central coast but we
didn't have time to read them, and that
was about it. Belated greetings to Clare
and Chris Boyce for their presence - it was
great to see you. And last but not least, a
big welcome to our newest member Geoff Keeling, happy flying Geoff.
See more of you next month at the
Shellharbour Surf Club? Hope so.
L&B&K

and non-fmandal members in which we
hope all will be covered at the Tumut
seminar. Glad to hear they had a good
turn out. A full report on the Seminar I
guess will soon appear in Skysailor.
Thanks Kieran Tapsell for your response
concerning litigation. All NSWHGA
funds have now been evenly divided between the two Regions on a basis of the
flying population in that Region. Also
attention all club reps, you are asked to
prompt members for nominations
towards a treasurer as Stewart Andrews
has had to resign due to other commitments and living in Thredbo would mean
a long trip for meetings. Thanks Stuart
for your past assistance.
We soon hope to have an official letterhead for Region correspondence etc.
All pilots are reminded to contact
Bankstown and Wollongong Aerodrome
which appeared in Skysailor if flying
South of Mt Keira.
Next meeting to be held at Jo
McNamara's Place 5 September. See you
there.
James Nathaniel

Southern Region Board
The last meeting of the board was held on
the 6 June, at Mark and Sarah Mitsos'
place. I'd like to thank Sarah for the good
food and refreshments.
Matters arising from the meeting: we have
not yet received any site guide or Club
contact forms, from any clubs in this
region - not to mention my own club,
Illawarra. Club reps are requested to
pursue this within their clubs. A large
part of the meeting revolved around the
subjects of safety, accident procedures,

Reconstrnction of the Eungella ramp - p. Ron Huxhagen

Central Coast Hang Gliding
Club INC
Good news and congratulations to
Rosslyn and Brett who are to be married
in September, but bad news about foundation member Steve Wurz and Christine
- who have bought land at Coolum Qld
and will be leaving in December. Steve
has recently completed our payout winch
and has been the Club safety officer since
the formation of the Club. Good luck in
the future.
Recently we have had 2 paraglider
launches at Forrester's Beach (Visitors)
and they have not been happy flights.
Paraglider pilots please note, Forrester's
Beach launch may be too shallow for your
low penetration. The Club has had one
more educational night on parachute repacking with the help of Dick McWhinney again from the Newcastle Club.
Brett Bricknell has told the Club of the
possibility of an Air Park controlled by
the Northern Region and also spoke
about the HGFA's 5 year plan of promotion. Our pilots are giving thought to suggestions that may be added. Most
proposals concerned safety and improving our public image.
Safe Flying,
Central Coast Club.
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Stanwell Snippets
It's been a few months since we've
managed to get an article in, but fmally
here it is.
The first good news is that our club will
again be running the Lawrence Hargrave
International Competition at Stanwell
park. The dates for this will be from the
8 - 16 February 1992. This year a Paragliding event will also be held in conjunction
with the hang gliding. So pass the word.
More details on the competition will be in
the next issue of Skysailor, in the competition calendar section.
We will be holding the Inaugural Stanwell
Park Hang Gliding Club Christmas party
at the Stanwell park Surf Club on Saturday, 7 December. We will be having a
Band to dance the evening away and food
to satisfy those hungry appetites, tickets
will be available shortly.
For winter, we have been having an amazing amount of flyable days. Stanwell has
really been turning it on, but, you had to
be on the hill waiting for the magical
winds to come in and get the most out of
them before the dreaded katabatics
created ground suck, as I nearly found out
for myself whilst scratching down at
Brokers Nose one Friday afternoon.
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Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
This month there will be two signillcant
steps forward in paragliding in Australia.
Firstly, the paragliding rating system will
change to parallel that of hang gliding by
the introduction of an Intermediate
licence thus giving us a Novice, Intermediate and Advanced level of flying.
Since the beginning of paragliding in this
country we have had a system that has not
provided our pilots with an incentive to
continue improving their skills and
knowledge. Many of you who have had a
Recreational licence for some time will
probably have completed many, if not, all
the tasks required for the Intermediate
licence and should get in touch with your
club or instructor to organise completing
the theory requirements. If you intend to
compete in the next Nationals then this is
important as the minimum level required
to enter will be an Intermediate rating,
and participation in competitions is important to your position on the national
ladder.
Secondly, is the participation for the first
time of an offIcial Australian Team at the
second World Championships of
paragliding to be held in France. Our
National Hang Gliding team has flown
with great success over the years at world

titles and the experience gained by competing overseas has shown in the general
development of the sport. Paragliding in
Australia should also benefit greatly by
our participation in International competition and the learning experience
gained by members of the team will be a
great stepping stone in ensuring that we
emulate the feats of the hang gliders in the
near future.
We wish the team a safe and successful
competition.
From Britain comes news that Richard
Carter Flying a Falhawk Apex MR
(medium) took off from Treak Cliff in
Derbyshire and landed at Wrenbury to set
a new British record of 64.4 km. The
flight took 3 hrs 37 mins to complete in
fairly rough thermal conditions.
Talking of record breaking, evidentally
European pilot, Andre Bucher is heading
for America soon to try and break the 200
km barrier.
Finally comes news from Stanwell Park
pilot and member of the Australian
paragliding Team, Tony (Vibes)
Armstrong. Tony at present is in the USA
and recently flew in the Owens Valley
where he did seven cross country flights,
the best of which was a 65 km effort. Tony
will be returning to the Owens Valley
before leaving for the World Titles in
France and hopes to better this distance.
Stuart Andrews

Our next meeting is on at the
Helensburgh W orkmens Club at 6.30pm
on the first Sunday in October, the 6th.
We always have
some entertainment so come
along, bring your
friends, become
Adventure
part of a strong
A cross country course with a difference
growing club.
We have some of
CLOUDBASE Annual X-C & Thermal Course
the most exDecember 15 to 21 ,1991 Tumut Area, NSW.
perienced pilots
Including a 5 day skyhike with mountain camping
in Australia, this
Ian Jarman will lead this course with theory and practical
is a wealth of
tips in navigation, thermalling techniques and XC strategies
knowledge for
for general XC and competition applications .....• BUT ••.••••
The skyhike will involve flying to and landing on top of
those Novice
the next days launch site, where we will camp the night.
and
InterThe challenge of 5 days of flying around a course without
mediate pilots.
requiring vehicle transportation ( although pick-up will be
Safe flying,
Derrick Inglis,
Secretary.

provided if necessary) & 4 nights under clear mountain skies.
For further information about this exciting adventure write to:Cloudbase Hang Gliding, 83 Merivale st, Tumut. NSW 2720
(Contact Ian or Jane 6.00pm to 9.00pm ph 069 472467)
LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE

August 1991
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ACT
Hiho ...
Well the chute repack night has been and
gone. Not a very good turn out. I hope
the rest of you don't have to use your
chutes. Thanks to those who organised
the hall and ropes. Don't worry Phil you'll
never have to use your chute if you keep
aiming for those trees.
We've got a new T /0 at Lake George
thanks to Phil - looks like a good top
landing too. Next meeting will bring onto
the round table the possibility of a tree
felling seminar at this new site, also a
workshop on chain saw driving.
Remember, when flying at Lanyor, height
restrictions do apply. After you've
walked through the locked gate all the
way to the top, just remember its easier to
come and get the key from me.

Finally a short word about Spring Fever.
Everyone will start to become extremely
frisky as the weather warms up again and
more favourable winds start to blow.
Spring Fever is a condition of the brain
that tells your body that it's just as good at
flying in spring as it was at the peak of last
season - well it's not. So ease yourself into
it sensibly, your reflexes and senses need
a little time to re-adjust to this unnatural
art of flying - hasten slowly.
Keep it up,
Robin Gauld.

Western Australia

See Ya,
Grant, President.

Victoria
Skyhlgh Paragliding Inc.
There is not much flying activity to report
- the weather is miserable. We should all
be up in Northern Queensland leaping off
Castle Hill perhaps.
There is quite a bit of activity in the Mount
Cole area, several new sites have been
surveyed, owners contacted and plans
have been made to construct fences and
gates, clear roads and improve launch
areas. Rohan Holtkamp is co-ordinating
this activity and there will be several
working bees organised in the next few
months - so please make sure you attend.
The new sites are good flying sites so the
more work we can do now the more flying
we can do when the weather picks up.
A new Victorian site guide has been
produced and will shortly be available to
all members. All site guide information is
now stored on the new VHGA Computer
which will make up-dating flying information and production much easier. The
new site guide includes, for the first time,
paragliding information. David Timms
and I compiled this information but somehow Dave missed out on his by-line in the
site book - sorry mate, next time. Also left
out was the information on the Flinders
Farm site, I'll include it here because by
using this site we will take the pressure of
the sensitive Bowl area.
FUNDERS FARM (Also the Pinnacles). This is a good alternative to the
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Bowl and is reached by walking along the
pathways to the west of the Bowl, over the
creek and up the cliff to the flat grass
launch areas. Take off anywhere along
the cliffbut beware of the rocky shoreline,
top landings are the best idea. It works
from SSE - SSW.

insignifIcant, however, and anybody contemplating a similar one could pick up a
few pointers here. Included in their
equipment along with the usual well
equipped first aid kit, was a powerful HF
radio which they could use to not only
receive up to date coastal weather
forecasts for their area but link up with
the national telephone system. I received
one of these telephone calls at home,
freezing my buns off, while they were enjoying a tinnie in the folda chairs, watching the sun set.
On my return to Perth Last Saturday, I
was eager to hear how the HGAWA
showed it's true community spirit and
turned up in force to support a really good
cause and promote hang gliding. I was
hoping to hear how a dozen or so pilots
made the trip to the farm, knowing that
even if they didn't fly, they were having a
good time and paving the way for securing
another good site. Well, Dave Drabble
came across from Dally. Gary Rogers
drove in from Geraldton, and the usual
club spirited few from Perth in Gramac,
Bill and Doug. Sure the weather didn't
look too good on Friday but that can improve. It takes a lot more to improve the
club's image and I believe that a few of us
need to examine our motives. In closing
my bitch session, that was pathetic guys.
Finally, there will be a number of people
down at Shelleys on the Queen's Birthday
weekend, 30 September. This is a good
chance for some of our newer members to
gain some valuable flying while the more
experienced pilots are there. Those of
you who have had mainly tow experience
would benefit from learning how to set up
a landing at a variety of coastal sites. Feel
free to contact me for more information
closer to the date. That's all folks. Till
next month. Hang in there.

Howdy Sandgropers. At the time of rattling out these notes, yours truly is sporting a northwest suntan gained on the end
of a fishing rod while trying to lure unsuspecting Spanish mackerel into my
boat. Unfortunately all good things must
come to an end and the beguiling spirit of
Ningaloo reef sunsets will have to wait
another year. During the past ten days I Keith Lush.
did manage to locate a very flyable ridge.
However, this will be the subject of a special trip that I hope to combine with
another Shark Bay expedition - as
Graham Macdonald, Gary Wright, Doug
Trent and Bill
Raynes have just
completed. The
"01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses
reports that I got
$105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
from Graham left
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
me wishing I had
Electronic Tow Meters - $185
found the time to
go with them.
Spectacular coastal
flying over 250'
Denis Cummings
cliffs and 300km of
PO Box 741
ridge disappearing ::
Byron Bay 2481
over the horizon. ;:
Ph (066) 856287
The logistics of ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~
such a trip are not

North Coast Avionics
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NORTHERN BEACHES NEWS.

in a blasi, Ir'om the past, Peter' AdaJ'e decapi tates his brother

Andrew whilst launching at our beloved Reef, circa 1988.
Welcome fans to the new
look ,
chic
and
nouveau
Northern Beaches News, now
compiled with the grateful
assistance of one of the foremost
photographers ~n the world
hang
gliding
scene,
the
famous
(or infamous) Adam
Hunt.
We feel it's time
that no only were you given
the news emanating from the
cauldron of Australian hang
gliding activity known as
the Northern Beaches, but
you
are also enlightened
wi th photographic evidence
of our many varied exploits,
together with a sampling of
the humour that is known as
the Adam Hunt cartoon. So
sit back and enjoy!
The major news item of
the
month,
of
course ,
invol ves
our
change
of
August 1991

meeting venue from the well
known Dee Why R. S. L. Club to
the vibrant Dee Why Hotel,
which is also located in
Pittwater Road,
Dee Why,
however, in the southern end
of the shopping centre as
opposed to the northern end
where the Dee Why R. S . L. was
located.
Our meetings now
take
p13.ce in the Jades
Bistro section of the hotel.
Our first meeting, which was
held on Tuesday, 6th August,
1991,
proved
to
be
an
outstanding success with the
addition of state of the art
lighting, and something that
onl y the Northern Beaches
Hang Gliding Club can boast
about,
being
the
Hoodoo
Gurus playing straight after
the meeting.
Yes, that's
right folks, we will go to
any lengths to entertain our
SKYSAILOR

members , whose numbers have
now so swollen our ranks
that we have been told that
the Northern Beaches Club is
the largest club in Australia .

This months continuing
education
came
in
the
welcome
form
of
Bruce
Barcham,
fresh
from
beautiful down town Lue, who
35

gave us a lecture, complete
wi th video, revol ving around
the new Moyes tug system
used
for aero towing at
Rylstone.
It appears that
this system is nothing short
of sensational and not only
will it open up many hours
and kilometres of flying,
but also opens the realms of
aero towing to many more
pilots that may have been a
little wary of aero towing
behind the faster
trikes
(not
to
discount
the
effectiveness and thrill of
aero towing behind a trike
which, I feel, can never be
surpassed) .
Sonia Woolridge gave us
a fine account of the womens
team's fantastic effort in
Kossen for the Womens World
Championships.
Despite not
really having flown together
as a team before, coupled
with the women's lack of
international
competition
experience, the women did
extremely well and certainly
showed
us
proud
despite
their lack of experience.

It may be note worthy to
point out that Judy Leden
(who is a current financial
Beaches
Club
Northern
member!!! ) blitzed the field
to win the championship.
Back at
home,
locals
were
confronted with the
most amazing
winter
time
condi tions one can remember
for some time when, smack
bang
in
the
middle
of
winter,
a
north-east sea
breeze hi t Long Reef in a
very localised way, giving
the pleasure of air time to
a
few very lucky pilots
(including one unlucky pilot
who was rotored out of the
air
by
a
Naval
Seaking
helicopter flying
low to
advertise Navy Week).
It may be prudent to
mention up and coming events
planned for the meeting will
include a night with Carl
Braden
from
Enterprise
~~ings, who will bring a Foil
C
and
give
us
a
talk
centered
around
cross
country flying and, late in
the year, a big night which

will feature many of the
"old timers" from the early
days of the sport including
personalities such as Midget
Farrell y ,
Glen
Woodward,
John Dickenson, Bill Moyes
and a few others. More will
be
published
about
this
stupendous event as details
come to hand.
That
about
wraps
up
another dreaded winter month
on the
Northern Beaches.
Hope to see you at the next
meeting
at 7. 30pm,
first
Tuesday of the month at
Jades Bistro, Dee Why Hotel,
Pittwater Road, Dee Why.
In
the
meantime ......... .
fly high and keep safe.
JOHN HAJJE

TOW ENDORSEMENT COURSES
Once a month at High Adventure Airpark.
Theory and practical sessions, using the Flatlands proven
hydraulic winch (all towing equipment provided)

CROSS COUNTRY TOW COURSES
A 3 day course once a month for those that have completed
the course above.

CONTACT either of these qual ified instructors

Lee ScottHigh Adventure Air Park (065) 565 265
Chris BoyceAerial Technics (042) 942 545
Mark MitsosFuture Wings (042) 674 570
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ultraweave cloth with a Mylar LE & will out last all
other equivalent XS's with other types of cloth
test fly it for yourself don't miss this great deal
$3200 ph Derrick (042) 942305 H 9573025 W
GTR 162 (Int) blue LE yellow TS white US v gd
cond no flutters whatsoever $1050 ph (043)
329374
UHF Emtron 40 ch handheld charger spare battery & 3Db aerial $350 ph Greg (066) 280356 AH
Wantedl 160 Gyro or Mars 150 for lady pilot
Sydney area ph (042) 942212 AH
Toy reduction salelll Foil 155 (Int) white LE red
& black US flies well bargain at $500 ono also
Moyes 151 WB (Int) blue LE turquois US pink
diamond ultraweave & contender sail cloth spare
upright flies exceptionally well v gd cond $2050
ph Hayden (066) 884326 after lOam & leave
message
Mission 170 (Nov) red LE yellow US white MS
speedbar & faired king post top cond low airtime
best offer around $2200 ph Wal (043) 329228

NEW SOUTH WALES
Wanted 210 GTR gd cond ph Dave Julian (065)

654333
GTR 162 (Int) yellow red & white US red & white
TS flys great, well looked after wing . Must sell.
$1200 ph Dave (065) 855148
Trike AirBorne Buzzard 532 with Arrow II wing
and pod low hrs $7500 ph Bob (02) 6821820
150B Foil Racer (Int) fluro yellow & white gd
cond $2000 ph Warren (02) 9731961
Air Borne XC Sting beginner to intermediate;
features gold trimming, white MS blue grey US
faired rubber backed uprights, speed bar, VB &
10 min set up paid $3500 will sell for $3000 only
30 hrs top cond + spare upright also
harness $350 ph Brett (066) 868939
Probe 11165 (Int) red LE rainbow US white TS
fair cond bargain at $600 ono also
Cocoon harness suit 5'10"-6' gd cond $100 ph
Dave 867557
Radios 2 x Icom 1C40 $400 ea; 1 x Icom BC36
Fast Charger $100; 2 x Uniden UHF $300 ea ph
Rick at AirBorne (049) 499199

sold cheap for financial reasons - price on enquiry also
Probe 165 (Int) airframe & sail airworthy battens
need work will consider any offer ask for Forrest
on (02) 4502674 BH 9972238 AH

Foil 152 Combat (Adv) red/pink LE grey US
white kevlar TE urgent sale $2600 also
brand new never used Bell Stratos helmet
valued $150 sell $75 also
PA cocoon harness suit 5'1 0"-6' gd cond $85 ph
(049) 292175

Gyro 160 (Nov) blue & crimson + Moyes pod
harness (med) + helmet (med) ex cond the lot
$1550 ono ph (043) 823123

XS Easy 155 (Nov) faired uprights speedbar
Moyes Pod Harness, chute, helmet, gloves,
Hall ASI, Electrophone UHF & 240V charger
$4000 ph Ken (048) 712819

Mission 170 (Nov) orange LE yellow US white
MS v gd cond $1800 ph Paul (02) 5211830 AH

Mars 160 (Nov) brand new sail, completely
rebuilt $990 ph Greg (049) 498023

Foil 160B Cutaway Racer (Int) white blue &
orange affordable high perf $1800 ono ph Paul
(02) 5217931
Magic Kiss 154 (Int) $1700 ph (02) 9974423
Altair 145 (Int) unique double-surface intermediate glider white MS red white & gold US
recently overhauled bargain for smaller pilot
$900 ph Jo (042) 942305
XS 155 (Adv) near new white MS white US hot
pink LE and top panel this special XS has an all

162 GTR WB (lnt) mid blue LE white MS orange
diamond US gd condition $1100 also
XS 155 (Adv) red scrim LE turquoise US power
rib TE only 15 hrs coastal quick sale $3200 ph
Geoff (042) 941898
Sjostrom varlo soaring instrument used once
mint cond $500 also
Electrophone TX475 UHF radio & mike as new
$480 also
Dart harness with quick release parachute as

View from Bil/apoloola, 1400' AGI - site to be used during
Australian Open. Bald HilllBOO' AGL, centre right, also to be used.
Launches W to S to E plus lower NE - NNW sites

Sjostrom 2 yrs old unmarked now flying
paraglider $550 ph Tim (046) 557908
Magic IV (Int) with VG ex cond 3-4 yrs old gd XC
$1000 no offers ph Jeff (042) 961605
AirBorne Trike Arrow II wing 440 Robin white
pod big wheels recent rebuild of motor base &
wing incl custom trailer $5000 ph Greg (049)
499199
GTR 162 (Int) genuine near immac blue LE &
white speed bar VG faired king post wire luff lines
(coated) new hardware $1500 also
Moyes XS Easy 165 (Int) proto int. near new
price on enquiry also
PA Chute as new yr choice of deployment bag
& fresh repack $300 also
Undsay Ruddock varlo $200 also
Air Support "Wedgy" harness suit 5'3"-5'5"
(160-163cm) pink mauve $375 also
Cocoon harness suit 5'9"-6', 176-183cm) hardly
used $80 also
Helmet $20 also
Paragllders - Edel Aero Corniche, high perf with
harness & rucksack, genuine 1 hr airtime, being
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new $400 make an offer on the loti ph (048)
216697 H, 681433 W

Mars 170 (Nov) gd buy gd cond $800 ono ph
(075) 982339

shift harness $2750 leave message for Robin
(03) 8576036 AH

Paragllder Falhawk Neo 24.5 sq mts as new
hardly used fluro colours with harness $3000 ph
(043) 232944 BH 432578 AH

XS 142 (Adv) fluro yellow scrim LE white power
rib MS fluro orange US with fins $3000 also
Mars 150 (Nov) $1700 also
Mars 170 (Nov) $800 also
Mars 170 (Nov) $600 the lot $4700 ph Alan (074)
863166

Zephlr 170 (Int) (high perf bowsprit glider - 80%
double surface) red LE white MS rainbow US
heaps of spares ex cond 1st person to test flywill
buy $1500 ono will freight anywhere in Australia
also
Foil 150B Racer (Kevlar) (Int) blue LEwhite MS
red US spare faired upright ex cond will swap for
good cond Mission or Sting $2000 ono also
Aero 170 (Nov) white LE & MS yellow US v gd
cond $1900 ono also
Mission 170 (Nov) red LE white MS red US ex
cond $2100 ono also
Mission 170 (Nov) pacific blue LE white MS
turquoise US gd cond $1900 ono
Mars 150 (Nov) fluro yellow LE white MS fluro
yellow US speed bar faired king post Icaro batten
profile gd cond $1400 ono enquiries to Steve
Ruffels (057) 551724

XS 155 (Adv) 6 mths old tip levers kingpost hang
fins pink scrim LE white power rib TS pink &
black US $3500 ono ph Greg (066) 847328 or
message (076) 300404
Foil 160B Racer (Int) fluoro orange mylar LE
black & fluoro orange US aerofoil uprights &
klngpost $1750 ono also
Foil 152 Combat (Adv) fluoro orange mylar LE
black & fluoro orange US sleeved LE's can be
removed $2750 ph Len (068) 537220
Foil 152 Combat (Ad v) fluoro pink LE grey &
pink US narrow A-frame version $2600 ph Jen
(068) 537220

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
GTR 162 VG (lnt) white LE TS red US speedbar
falred downtubes & klngpost low hrs no tears
except cond for this type of glider incl manual
batten profile & full set of pack up padding
mellow high perf glider priced to sell $900 ono
also
Falred downtube for GTR $70 also
Cocoon harness suit approx 6' v gd cond $60
also
Base, lead (3,5 m) & plug for UHF car radio
aerial $8 also
Touch tone coder for remote access to answerIng machines $30 ph Max Browne (OS) 2350505
H3484433W
2 x Pltchles $10 & $15 also
Bill Ba.. HG sunnies with case $45 also
Map holder $2 also
Towing bridle $5 also
2 x PA parachutes $300 ea also
Apron harness full length $40 also
2 x lcom UHF hand held radios with speaker
mike vehicle power paks chargers & other accessories $495 ea also
GTR Race near new $1300 also
Meteor 170 gd cond $600 also
Instrument pak $290 also
Balloon drop equipment $90 also
stunt kite brand new cost $395 sell $250 ph
Chris (OS) 3220813

Wills Wing HPII Race (Int) trilam LE white MS
exc cond plenty of spares & comprehensive
manual $1350 ono ph (07) 8012262
Mission 170 (Nov) near new 5 hrs bought 1 yr
ago & never used $2600 ph Dave Lamont (079)
461157
Ethel's Combat 152 (Adv) 12 mths old $3200
has not been flown since 7th June due to pilot
Injury (not caused by this glider); the Combat
has low hrs & is in great cond (has never been
pranged) ph H (077) 733580, there most of the
time or leave message on answering machine Graeme Etherton
GTR 162 Race (Int) Black LE red US white TE
fullyaerofoiled $1350ono ph Steve (071) 611654
GTR 162 Race (Int) blue & white fully air foiled
in gd cond $1200 ph Scott (075) 998367,
018755322

Mission 170 (Nov) ex cond owner now in possession of a Foil $2000 ph Jim (03) 8996687
Paragllder Falhawk 19m 2 ex cond only 7 hrs
airtime also Paradise harness & reserve
parachute $2900 the lot ph Debbie (03) 5607959

Foil 150B Racer (Int) yellow LE pink & orange
US gd cond $1800 ph (07) 8494821

Mission 170 (Nov) pink LE blue & white US &
white MS faired uprights & king post speedbar
ex cond $2300 ono also
Moyes Pod blue suit 5'6"-5'10" $400 ph Usa (03)
7202274

XS 155 (Adv) king post hang dk blue LE fluro
orange & yellow US gd cond $2100 ph Laurie
(075) 435631

XS 155 (Adv) converted king post hang holds
current VIC coastal distance record flies great
$2450 ph Angus (03) 5722568

GTR 162 Race (Int) red US white MS gd cond
$1500 ono ph Brett (07) 2734247 AH

Mission 170 (Nov) brand new turquoise pink &
black $2400 ph Wesley (03) 8794217

Trike AirBorne Edge 532 all instruments with
pod & wheel spats orange & grey colour
matched 90 hrs total $13000 ph (070) 537768
Foil 160B (Int) top cond grade Nov to Int for
quick sale owner going overseas red & white with
black LE $1000 ph Graeme (074) 918478
XS 155 (Adv) 12 mths old blue scrim LE green &
pink US v gd cond $2800 also
Blitz 151 (Adv) near new cond purple LE blue &
pink US $3600 ph (079) 287858

VICTORIA

Gyro II (Nov) ex cond v low hrs batten profile &
hand book red & white $1250 ono ph Col (088)
273218

Foil 170B Racer (Int) red LE grey US ex cond
$2800 ph Mark (03) 4365732 AH

Magic KI.. (Int) v gd cond 1st class quality &
perf $2990 ono also
Borgelt flight deck a true gliding instrument
altimeter rate of climb vario averager netto
variometer & ASI main & reserve batteries
rechargable $600 also
Ball wrist varlo ideal for paraglider pilots $250
also
Parachutes 1 x PA as new $350 1 x American
Odessey older $200 ph Dermot (OS) 3403217 AH

& orange US spare downtube $1500 ph John
(03) 8744346 AH

GTR 162 Race (Int) 31/2 yrs old green Le green

Foil 152C (Int) 11 mths old white MS blue/fluro
yellow US extra intermed batten competition
LE's gd cond $3000 ph Alan (03) 3372226 H

ACT
XS 155 (Adv) ex cond pink scrim LE It blue US
white warp MS king post hang 19 hrs airtime only
II $2850 also
Moyes Meteor 150 (Nov) yellow & red 11 hrs
airtime ex cond $500 suit lighter pilot ph Brett
Freebody (06) 2368224 AH 2957434 W
XS 142 (Adv) green & white this glider is in great
cond only 9 mths old never bent v cheap getting
out of sport ha ha $3000 ono also
tandem chute or fat guy chute ph Tove Heaney
(06) 2979081

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Moyes WB 162 (Int) red dacron LE orange &
yellow US white ultraweave MS & kevlar TE band
low hrs gd cond $2100 also
Mars 170 (Nov) blue LE + plus pink & apricot
sail no flutters gd cond $950 ph Gary (099)
217342

GTR 162 (Int) red LE dk blue MS & TE rainbow
US ex cond one owner from new $900 ono ph Ed
(03) 7874133 BH or 7874574 AH

Magic IV 155 (Int) yellow LE dk blue & sky blue
US low hrs $1500 ono also
pod harness $200 ono also
parachute $200 ono also
varlo $200 ono ph (098) 464359

Air Borne Sting 166 (Int) dk blue LE fluro yellow
US flies great looked after well 20 hrs $2500 ph
Peter (OS) 2550490

Mission (Nov) white TS aqua LE It blue US
approx 25 hrs gd cond speedbar $2200 neg ph
Justin 7628483

GTR 162 VG (Int) all white sandwich cloth sail
airfoil uprights & king post flutter in TE price $700
ono ph (090) 391411

Gyro 180 (Nov) black LE yellow sail ex cond gd
beginners glider easy to fly & going cheap $750
ph (OS) 3262908

Allen 22 (Nov) fast canopy from custom sail in
France developed for stability in turbulence a gd
combination of performance and safety glide
around 5.6: 1 suits pilot 6O-80kg one careful lady
owner $2200 leave message for Ruth (03)
8576036AH

Edge 582 dual Ignition AirBorne trike only 10
hrs ex cond save 1000's comes with cover &
trailer also
XACT harness brand new ph (OS) 8820647

QUEENSLAND
38
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Saphlr 100 (Adv) top of the range lTV canopy
glide 1:6.8 to suit pilot 6O-80kg new price $4500
only a few hrs airborne; in perf cond incl weight
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Toke Aircotec to the cloudbose.
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AIRCOTEC
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Aircotec AG
Ebenaustrasse 10
( H-6048 H0 rw
Telephone 041 -485887

AI/colee SerVice and Distribution
Austlalla-+-New Zealand
Air Evasion
27 Oberon Avenue
Hawthorn East Vic 3123
Australia
Ph/ Fax (03) 8824130

Superlative Swiss Flight Instruments .
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